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Violator of Game Laws Is Degenerate and Dissipated J. A. Flynn at Madrid Sends Beginning of Policy of Exter- Such Was the
Testimony Four Members of Tarrine Simply Can't Stay Away
Fined $100 and Costs in
Son Pays Penalty
Bullet Through His
mination That Madero
of
Beautiful
Female
From Headliner at Elks
Today
Party Must Spend Year
Taos County
of Crime
Threatened
Body
In Prison
Slayer
Next Week
;
.

ORGANIZED

500.G00COMPANT
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SOLEMNLY SIMPLE TO

ALBUQUERQUE
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SENT TO
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MRS. 1PATTERS0NTE LLS STORY PUNISHMENT

IS

EXCESSIVE SONG HITS OF

Senate Chamber Is Spick and Body Stiffened With Violence Son of Former Superintendent Garrison of Eleven Hundred at Nursed Her
Consumptive Hus- Attorney For Defendants Enters As
of Shock and' Then
of Coal Mines Near
Span for Legislative
band and He Threatened
Agua Prieta Further
Objection on That
Session.
Relaxed in Death.
Cerrillos.
to Kill Her
Augmented.
Account.
James
Mills appointed
tlarruthers of San Pedro, and Henry
Grant of Abiquiu, notaries public.
New Company Incorporated.
ComThe Oriental Cement-Plaste- r
pany, with headquarters at Roswell,
New Mexico, have filed papers of incorporation in Secretary Jaffa's office.
The amount subscribed to start business is $14,000, and the capitalization
i3 $500,000. A certificate of stockwas filed. The
holders
Edwin A.
board of directors are:
MacGillivray and Albert A. Caldwell
of Los Angeles, California; Edwin M.
Smiley and Elmer S. Wallace of Santa Ana, California; and Lucius K.
of Roswell.
Game Warden Busy.
Thomas P. Gable, the efficient game
warden, has been very busy of late
and is doing all he can to see that
the deer season which closed on the
as
15th of this month is observed
many hunters take advantage of the
snows and endeavor to bag a deer or
two without the game warden's knowledge. This happened to Onofre Val-de-z
who was arrested at Tes Piedras
by Deputy Game Warden Harry Martin for having three deer in his posThe law provides that not
session.
more than one deer should be in the
possesion of any person at one time
during the open season. Valdez was
fined $100 and costs, which he paid.
The deer were confiscated and sold
according to law.
R. F. Asplund Busy.
The Department ol Education is
compiling statistics from the annual
reports of the county school superintendents for the use of the legislative committee appointed by the
Teachers' convention last week for
the purpose of shaping recommendations for school legislation for the consideration of the first state legisla'
Governor

-

ture.

;

Senate Chamber Ready.
- The
janitors of the Capitol buffding
have been busy cleaning the Senate
chamber for the use of the first state
senate and have all of the twenty-fou- i
desks to be used by the members in
their places. New lights have been
put in and it will be in fine shape for
of the - new
the first

stat.

'

District Court.
A motion tor rehearing and change
of venue in the petition of certain
creditors for the removal of C. C. Murray as receiver of the New Mexico
Central Railroad, which the petition
having been' denied by Judge John
R. McPie, came up today before Judge
McFie' in chambers.
Taking of testimony was concluded
in the case against H. I. Lutz, receiver of the Willard Drug Company,
brought by two creditors who had
claims against the company. Fred T.
Ayers, of Estancia, an attorney In the
case, end H. I. Lutz, the receiver, left
this afternoon for their homes.
,

NURSE GIVES DAMAGING
EVIDENCE AGAINST

HYDE.

Minutes
After Hunton's
Death He Asked to Be Appoint-- f

.Fifteen

v

ed .Executor.

j (By Special Teaad Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo., Nov, 24. Miss
; Pearl V. Kellar, nurse, today was a
) witness in the trial of Dr. B. C. Hyde
charged: with killing Colonel Swope,
and was allowed to tell of the illness
and death of Mose Hunton, at the
Swope home three days before .the
. death
Swope. Hunton was
named as executor in Swope's will.
.The nurse told how Hyde within 15
minutes after Hunton died, asked' her
to use her influence to have him appointed as new executor.
CHARLES W. MOR8E
TRANSFERRED TO HOSPITAL.

.President Taft Today Directed That
Be Taken to Fort
. Convict
'V
McPherson.
,

By Special Vueased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Nov. 24. Presi

dent Taft today directed the warden

of the Atlanta penitentiary to trans
fer Charles W. Morse, the New York
banker, to the United States army
"hospital at Fort McPherson, near Atlanta, where he will remain under fed
eral authority and will he given medThe transfer of
ical treatment
Morse is to be made because o'f poor
.

Tiealth.

TFF

,
SENTENCE GIVEN
TO EMBEZZLER OF FUNDS.

William J. Cummins Who Stole $14Cy
000 Must 8erve Long Term
iln Penitentiary.
Boecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
J.
New York, Nov. 24-- William
'Cummins, recently convicted of the

fBr

.

theft of fi0,000 from a trust fund
held by the Carnegie Company, today
sentenced to prison from four
tears, and eight months to eight yean
a eight months.

"Was

(By Special Leased Wire te New Mexican)
Nov. 24. Henry
Va.,
Richmond,
Clay Beattie, Jr., before his death in
the electric chair at 7:23 a. m. today,
confessed to the murder of his wife.
The statement follows:
"I, Henry Clay Beattie, Jr., desirous
of standing right before God and man,
do on this the 23rd day of November,
1911, confess my guilt of the crimes
charged against me. Much that was
published concerning the details was
not true, but the awful fact, without

the

harrowing circumstances, reFor this action, I am truly
sorry and, believing that I am at
peace with God and am soon to pass
into His presence, this statement is
made"
Beattie's confession was followed
by this statement made by the attending ministers:
'This statement was signed in the
presence of the two attending minis
ters and is the only statement that
can and will be made public by them."
Thanks Friends.
Mr. Beattie desired to thank the
many friends for kind letters and expressions of interest and the public
for whatever sympathy was felt or
expressed."
Throughout the forenoon the city
had been rent with rumors that Beat-ti- e
had confessed. These were denied
at the penitentiary, where in connec
tion with the announcement of the
death it was said the condemned man
had made no statement. The attending ministers would not discuss the
case until they had visited Beattie's
parents in South Richmond and had
secured' their permission to make the
mains.

'

Special to the New Mexican.
Cerrillos, N. M., "Nov. 24. J. A.
Flynn a young man about 21 years of
age employed by the Coal company at
Madrid, shot himself yesterday after
noon, the bullet passing through his
body just above the heart.
Dr. Yoakum took him to Albuquer
que hospital on the first train and his
condition is considered very precari'
ous.
Young Flynn is the son of a former
superintendent of the Madrid coal
mines and spent some years of his
boyhood here. His father is now superintendent of coal mines near Pittsburg, Kansas, and this son accompanied by an older brother came to Madrid about four months ago.
Meager details of the affair are to
be had because of the hurried moving
of the injured man to Albuquerque
and it is not known whether the
shooting was accidental or suicide.

THREE SWORN JURORS
ADDED TO JURY.

Four were Excused By State on Per
emptory Challenge But None

By Defense.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 24. Three
sworn jurors were added to the Mc- Namara jury today, making eight in
all. Four were excused by the defense and none by the state, on per
emptory challenge. The new jurors
are F. A. Brode, G. S. Bisbee, and J.
H. Coke.
The five j.urors already selected are
Robert Bain, carpenter; F. D. Green,
orange grower;
Byron Lisk, mill
owner; J. B. Sexton, real estate deal
confession public.
The confession evidently was made er, and William Andre, carpenter.
at the eleventh hour, when Beattie
finally became convinced that all hope JAPANESE DESTROYER HARU- of escaping the electric chair had
SAME FOUNDERS IN STORM.
.

.

Two days ago," Rev. Dr. Fix an
nounced that Beattie said, he would
not confess! ' ' This was ascribed to
the fact that Beattie desired to spare
his. father the blow of admitting guilt
after his many protestations of innocence to the aged parent.
There was a fight between filial de
votion and a desire not to go to his
death with a lie on his lips. He was
urged to confess by his spiritual advisers and at last broke down.
Execution Solemnly Simple.
The execution was solemnly simple.
The twelve legal witnesses heard the
warden read the final summons to
Beattie, after which the march to the
death chamber was begun. The fatal
room was dark, save for one light
over the chair that gave a ghastly radiance to the spot of doom.
There was no delay in preparing for
the end. Beattie took his place, the
prison surgeon and the electricians
adjusted the straps, a half dozen
clamps were quickly thrown into
place and snapped.
The cap, resembling a leather foot
ball head harness, was adjusted, and
the men stepped back.
A Horrible Scene.
The warden raised his hand, "in- stantly Beattie's body stiffened with
such violence that the straps creaked
with the strain, the clamps rattled as
though they were castanets in the
hands of death, and then that which
once had been Henry Clay Beattie,

,

PECOS WATER
USE

SUUABBL E

Depose One President and

of Her Crew of Sixty Per
Elect as Another,
ished Off the Shores of Shima '
Year Resident
Province.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Tokio, Nov.' 24. The Japanese de
stroyer Harusame foundered off Shi COMMERCIAL CLUB IS ACTIVE
ma province in a storm today and 45
of the crew of sixty perished.
Forty-fiv- e

Tweny

. .

The Reclamation Service Is Push'

PLACE AND TIME FOR
NATIONAL CONVENTION.
(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
Mount Clemens, Mich., Nov. 24.
The time and place for holding the
Democratic National Convention will
be decided by the Democratic National Committee in Washington, on Jan-

uary

8.

DISCHARGE OF PICKETS ON
HARRIMAN SYSTEM ORDERED
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Houston, Texas, Nov. 24. U. S. Dis
trict Judge Burns today ordered the
discharge of all pickets employed by
the Harriman railroad and swore in
eight special men who were instruct
ed to tct as guards.
NINE PACKERS GO TO
TRIAL ON DECEMBER 6.

(By Special Leased Wire to Near Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Nov. 24. Judge Car
penter in the United States District
Court today named December 6 for
the opening of the trial of the nine
r.
when the Chicago packers.

f
Jr., relaxed.
It was just 7:23 a. m.
shock was applied. One minute later
Beattie was dead.
"He Is Dead."
The surgeon had gone forward and
with a stethscope had listened for another faint beating of the heart that
less than sixty seconds before had
lived. He stepped back and whisper
ed: "He is dead!"
Death had been instantaneous. T
The body of Beattie was removed
from the chair and taken to the mortuary room adjoining.
Here it was laid to await the com
ing of the coroner, who arrived short
ly afterward.
... Clad for Burial.
Rev. Dr. Fix remained as sole watch
er while preparations were made foi
the removal of the body. The elder
Beattie last night sent to the under
taker the brown suit which his son
had worn in court when the jury declared his guilt. In this the body was
clad for burial.
The Sorrowing Family.
In his home in South Richmond,
the father, surrounded by his other
son, Douglass, his daughter Hazel, and
two. aunts of the condemned' man,
awaited word that all was over. "'
Owen Family Noncommittal.
execuThe
24.
Nov.
Dover, Del,
tion today of Henry Clay Beattie, Jr.,
found the Owen family going about
their usual routine as though no tragedy had ever entered their quiet lives.
"I thank you for the news," said R.
V. Owen, the father of Beattie' murdered wife, "but I have nothing to

(By Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican)
El Paso, Texas, Nov. 24. Two Rey- istas captured by Maderista soldiers
near Guadalupe, east of El Pao. on
Mexican territory, were executed last
night. Four others were executed
near Casas Grandes this week. This
is the beginning of the policy of ex
termination which Madero declared
in an interview last week would be
the lot of all disturbers found guilty.
Additional soldiers have been hurried
to Agua Prieta, opposite Douglas, Arizona, and eleven hundred are there
now.
Reyistas Attack Barracks.
Tepic, Mexico, Nov. 24. A small
body of men shouting for General
Reyes attacked and captured the barracks of the gendarmes here today.
There were only fifteen defenders,
but before they fled they made a brisk
resistance in which they killed three
and wounded several others of the assaulting party. Later the rebels retired to Compostela.
Ammunition Seized.
Laredo, Texas, Nov. 21. Ammunition and pistols, haversacks, saddle
blankets and saddle, and a supply of
hat bands on which were stamped the
name "Bernardo Reyes" were seized
here by customs officials. They were
found in a local hotel. The persons
in charge of them are believed to have
escaped. It is supposed the munitions
were to be used in an impending revolt in Mexico.

CHINESE REBELS WIN
BIG VICTORY NEAR HANKOW.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 24.
Fighting during the last two days
near Hankow, culminated In a victory
for the rebels.
SIXTY PERSONS DROWNED IN
WRECK OF AUSTRIAN 8TEAMER.
(By Special Leased
Vienna, Nov.
steamer Romania
near Rovlgno.
drowned.

Wire to New Mexican)

The Austrian
was wrecked today
Sixty persons were
24.

the affair outside the family circle,"

he said.
V." . .Will Raise Baby. . .
But he would talk about the baby,
the six months old son, now an orphan. "My wife," he said,. was naturally much wrought up after the death
of our daughter and our doctor told
us it would be better for her to care
for the child and relieve her mind.
We brought the baby to Dover and it
Is with us now. We will keep it and

......

....
'

raise

it"

Mr. Owen said the infant had not
been given a name.
"We call him Baby," he said. "The
question of naming him has not been
discussed by the family. You see we
have been in this tangle for the last
few motnhs and no one has talked
about the baby's name.
, "The child will be given the 'loving
care of its grandmother.
8he Is consay." '
Mr. Owen explained that since the cerned that some day the child may
murder of his daughter none of the be told about the tragic fate of its
members of the iamily has had any- parents but we cannot help that; we
must do, the best we can for the
thing to car about the affair.
"We have not an will 'not discuss little one."
,
-

ing Improvements on Carlsbad Project.
Carlsbad,

N. M.,

Nov.

24.

Pecos

Water Users' Association of the Carlsbad Project, of which every fanner
under the project must be a member
to get water, has been full of discord
for many months. A week ago it
came to an open ruption in the board
of directors. At a special meeting
called for the purpose the board 'deposed its president and elected W. B.
Wilson to serve out the term. The
shareholders have taken a lively inter
est in the fight and were present in
force at the last meeting of the directors.- The new president Mr. Wilson
has lived here about twenty years
and fully qualified to fill the difficult
position.
Commercial Club Busy.
The Commercial club is keeping everlasting at it. The postal card day
last September was so successful that
the club has ordered another big sup
ply of picture postal cards printed.
These will be distributed to the citizens for mailing out. The club is
also taking steps to land the Normal
school that has been promised the
Pecos Valley. Carlsbad has always
been overlooked in the distribution of
public instituions and feels that this
part of the state is entitled to recognition.
The matter of planting a
demonstration orchard in north Carlsbad is progressing.
;
New Book.
The Carlsbad Project has under
preparation a new book, calling attention to its advantages. The publicity campaign the Santa Fe Railway
is making of the Pecos Valley is meeting the hearty approval of the people
here and they are getting in line to
boost for themselves as well. The
real estate men are Joining in end
helping to bear the expense. The farmers are very anxious to get more
settlers into the project, as every yeai

emphasizes the fact that ; intensive
cultivation of small farms means
quicker and surer development of the
country. The labor situation has never been so acute as at present and
small farms will help solve the labor
problem.
.. :
$
Reclamation

8ervlce

Improvements.

The improvements that the Reclamation Service are making on the
Carlsbad project are being pushed. As
many teams and men as can be ad
vantageously employed are pushing
the work on McMillan reservoir. The
capacity of the reservoir will be ma
terially increased and will hold
enough water to cover the entire project over two feet deep.: The improved spillways at Avalon, the diversion reservoir, are also being rushed.
All the work is expected to be coat
pleted in, time to fill both reservoirs
.

CoatuuMi on Pact

taw.

'By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Denveflr, Colo., Nov. 24. Much of
the testimony of Mrs. Gertrude Gib
son Patterson, who today resumed
the witness stand in her own defense
on a charge of murderine her hus
band, Charles A. Patterson, was unfit
for publication.
Taking up the subject of Patter
son's illness it is said hp was nar-ly dead from tuberculosis of the lungs
when he was kil.ed Mrs. Patterson
said that she had nursed him until a
physician ordered her to take a rest
She continued to visit him, however,
and one day, she testified, he ex
claimed:
"If you don't come back
and nurse me I'm going to sue that
." "He patted his Bil
low," continued the witness,
and
said. "I have the thing here that will
fix you."
Drew Razor on His Wife.
From the hospital where this scene
is alleged to have transpired, Patterson was taken to a sanitarium where
he lived in a house tent. For a time
he declined to see his wife, but once,
she said, she was admitted. "He
drew a razor," relr'.ed Mrs. Patterson,
'and said "I'll k'!! jou as sure as I
live."
Suit for Divoroe.
In July, 1910. witnesses said she
filed suit in Chicago for divorce, and
went to live with her parents in San.
doval, 111.
Demanded Money.
','My husband kept after me for
money, saying that he wanted to go
west for his health, narrated Mrs. Patterson. When I told him I had none.
he said '.'Get it from that fat cur."
Husband Beat Her.
This was a reference to the Chicago millionaire whose name has been
brought into the case. Mrs. Patterson says she refused this reouest. and
her husband beat her. Later she said
that she wrote to Emil Strouss of
and he sent her $500 with which
she and her husband came to Denver.
Sold Auto to Raise Money.
While they were still llvine in Chi
cago, witness declared that Patterson
by threats compelled her to sell an
electric runabout for which she secured $600 which she declared she
turned over to Patterson.
Sim de
clared that she sold the car rather
than apply to Strouss for the mnnov.
which her husband at first desired
her to do.
It was while they were in Chirairn
that Patterson insisted that she se
cure more money with which he d.
sired to purchase a niece of nrnnortv.
Mrs. Patterson declared she would ap
ply for no more, whereunon. sh tps.
tified, her husband exclaimed:
"I
think I'll sue that
for
taking you to Europe, and get the
money."
Confessed to Husband.
It was then that Mrs. Patterson
says she confessed to her husband
that she had $5,000 Riven
hv
Strouss while they were in Europe.
Her Husband Bit Her.
She gave her husband, $1,750 to buy
the property. At this point the tes
timony took on a character which
was succceeded by a dead, shocked
silence in the court room. It dealt
with the marital life of husband and
wife. Answering her attorney, O. N.
Hilton, Mrs. Patterson told of receiv
ing medical treatment for bites which
she said were inflicted on her person
by her husband.
Shows Her Lacerated Finger.
At Hilton's request. Mrs. Patterson
exhibited the injured member to the
jury, walking up and down past the
double row of her judges with the lacerated digit held plainly up to view.

SEASON

Merry a Crew As Ever
Appear Behind Local

Footlights.

son

Scranton, were sentenced to a should it become
to put it
year each in Jail by Judce Grover to on at once.
day.
Director Sapp is using all his efSentence Deemed Excessive.
forts to make the show the biggest
Lincoln Center, Kans., Nov. 24.
hit ever registered by local people and
The three men sentenced this morn- he stands good to have his
wishes
ing were told they would be eiven am- - fulfilled. The snappy music has inpie time to arrange their b. siness A- stilled a keen enthusiasm in the
ffairs before they will be committ si to breasts of all
those taking part and.
even at so early a stage as this, the
Attorney Milligin excepted to the performance has a polish that is ensentence, saying he thought it exces- viable.
sive. Thirty days, he suggested,
Catchy Songs.
would have been severe enough punThe grand first part with all its
ishment.
palms and beautiful lizhtinz effect
The jury in the cases of the defend- and its sweet,
catchy musical numbers
ant's trial was still out this afternoon. is bound to make an impression on
Ricord Gets a Year.
the most hardened theatre-eoe- r
and
Lincoln Center, Kans., Nov. 24. Ed. the
funny end men promise to keep
Ricord, who decoyed Miss Mary Cham- the blues away during the time
they
berlain to the place where she was hold the stage. A chorus
consisting
tarred, was sentenced this afternoon of the best voices in Santa Fe is beto one year in jail. He had already ing trained for two hours
every night
been in jail seventy-seveat the Elks lodge room and will surdays.
prise everyone who sees and hears
them. The various drills, dance steps,
my husband at the house, approach tamborine work and
songs of the end
ing. Chic (her husband), said "I men are a
sight worth the price in
guess I'll pretend to have a hemorr- themselves and
you do not laugh
hage," which he did.
with them, you will Indeed be the
Shot in the Back.
only one failing to appreciate the jolShot in the back!
noise and gaiety that accompaThese four words constitute the an lity,
swer of the prosecution to Gertrude nies the tuneful lyrics of "A Palm
Beach Party."
Gibson Patterson's plea that. she acted
Lovie Dear.
in defense of-- her life when she killed
Miss Genevieve Morrison, who has
Charles A. Patterson, her husband.
made for herself an endless chain
They have dissipated many a pretty of
admirers through her Dast nerform-contneory of
they have
ances will sing a quaint love ditty in
victed many a person of murder.
In the first half dozen witnesses in- which she entreats her "LOVIE
troduced in the West Side court yes DEAR" to return to the fold. Miss
terday, Special Prosecutor Horace G. Morrison is particularly suited to this
Benson made a strong case to sup- sort of a song and is bound to regis"
port the state's theory of cold, nre- - ter .a tremendous hit. .... Starland.
meditated murder. These witnesses
testified to facts which, linked
"Starland," the latest hit from the
to
gether, give the following foundation pen of the versatile Joe Bren will be
handled by Miss Mary Force. M'ss
ror tne state.
Mrs. Patterson, she of "the ruinous Foree has a soft southern voice with
face," shot her husband twice in the a delicious
and she will
accent,
back, first near the left shoulder charm her hearers without a doubt
blade.
The melody of the song is a catchy
Was Pattersosn brutally attacking one and will be whistled before Miss
her. as the defense alleees. or was Foree is through. She will have the
he running from her in terror? He full chorus support to
help her with
fell upon his hands and knees, writh- this delightful song.
ing in mortal agony and crying aloud,
In the Silent Deep.
"Oh, my God! Mr God!" And white h
Mr. Pyatt, a baritone of rare qualstruggled to regain his feet, his beau- ity, will be heard in a solo entitled
tiful wife stood oveY him and took de- "IN THE SILENT
a song
liberate aim at his back and Rent n very well fitted to DEEP,"
and Mr. Clarbullet tearing through his heart. She ence Wilson, in the him,
tuneful old south,
stooped over the prostrate body and era song "IN MY OLD HOME." The
viewed its shudderings with her dark aftertime chorus in
this sonjr is ex
eyes, old as experience.
Then she cellent and is sure to
please.
concealed the weapon
which had
Medley of Noise.
snuffed out his life, under him and
Then come the end men in & meU
ran hastily into the Hendrie home.
of noise, shouts and music, Tam
ley
Mrs. Patterson Smiles.
borine solos, funny stories, still funEnjoying the trial from a box seat nier
songs and a dead swell finale.
was Mrs. Oertrudfc Pa Hereon nhnsn
Blackville Hollow Court.
smiles
and
broke
forth
at
laughter
In the second part, or olio. "The
waggish remarks of her attorney in
and Blackville Hollow Court," holds the
witnesses,
whose smiles swept across her cameo- headline notice. It is a screaminelv
like face with rare enjoyment at vari- funny burlesque on the judiciary and
ous steps in the proceedings where is one continuous laugh. Gus Koch
the sinister memory of a murdered will essay the role of Judee Soak
husband cast its shadow from the and will dispense justice to all them
as falls by the wayside In the Hollow.
grave.
Beat Her In Street Car.
Frank Keefe hag the part of the at
"On the way home in a street car torney for the defense and Joe Col
he again beat me."
lins that of the prosecuting attorney.
Upon leaving her to return to the There are six others in the parts of
Sanitarium, Patterson said: "Call me various offenders and court attendup tomorrow and we'll talk It over." ants, the least of whom is not Clar
They parted, and, Strain having re- ence Pierce, who is a
charming little
turned with her brother, she borrowed Eva. But it would not
be fair to
the former's revolver "because I was tell you all about it here. Go to see
afraid of him." (Patterson.)
the show and laugh to your heart's
On Sunday she was ill and could not content.
her
with
keep
engagement
Patterson,
Picked His Best
but on Monday, the day of the shootCharles A. Sapp. the accomplished
ing, she had a friendly drug clerk call
and soloist will do a piano-logu- e
him on the telephone. They met that pianist
in the olio that will outshine
morning.
ever seen in Santa Fe in
"Why don't you withdraw this di anything
vorce suit and sign over that deed to this line. Mr. Sapp is the possessor
me and I'll withdraw my suit against of a splendid voice aud has an endless
Strouss and come home." witness stat number of songs with which to entertain. He has picked several of his
ed that her husband asked her.
best for the Minstrel Show and Its
Lost Money Gambling.
"Then he asked me for 120 savin e a cinch thathis act will make a hit
ine Jung ere an out hustling for
he had lost it at poker, and he was
three weeks behind on his board bill." all they are worth and Dromise an
"I told him I woudn't sien over any entertainment they will
remember
thing to him," continued the witness. long after it is over. J
The ticket sale beeins on Mnndav
'Do'you remember anything la par
ticular that you observed at this at noon at Fischers Drug Store. Those
wno noid the tickets sold on the
time?" asked Attorney Hilton.
"Yes: we had walked on from the streets and by different merchants
Peck school where we met because will have firs choice
Chic said it was too public. I noticed
LILLIAN GRAHAM BURSTS
that a man was following us."
"Can you describe him?"
INTO TEAR8 IN COURT.
n

.

hr

1

--

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Rehearsals for the Elks Minstrels
Lincoln Center, Nov. 24. The three are
going with a vim and the show
confessed members of the "tar oartv" U now in a
shape that would bear in- E G. Clark, Jay Fitzwater and Wat i
spection by a fairly critical audience

Chi-cag-

After another attack by Patterson,
the witness declared that she went to
District Attorney Elliott, who is ex
pected' to be called as a defense wit
ness.
Faced Bruised and Swollen.
"My face was bruised and swollen.
finger prints were still upon my
throat and I, couldn't turn my head. I
stayed in bed three days.'v said the
narrator.
Through Elliott she said she filed
suit for divorce, charging extreme
and repeated cruelty. When her hus
band was notified of the suit, she said,
he remarked: "I'm going to have ten
thousand dollars out of this . or I'm
going to have blood."
Had a Gun on Him.
Coming to the actual homlrldo And
the 'events immediately preceding it,
Mas. Patterson said that on the Saturday night, two days before the killing
she was seated on the norch of her
home with George W. Strain, Patter
son was seen approaching and witness
went inside. Later she saw her hus
band with his hands in the air. "I
called to him and he answered: This
man has got a gun on me.'
Mrs. Patterson went to him and
they walked away together and pres
,
ently sat down. ;
Pretended Ha' Had HsjimhvImim
"Prettv soon we taw m timtho
and Strain, who had had the gun a

THE

-

g

!

"NO."

;

Bit Wife In the Shoulder.
By this time the couDle had lear.h- ed the sidewalks in front of the Hen
drie home where the homicide was
committed.
"He was still persisting
that I sign oyer all my property to
him, and he said: 'You-wi- ll
sign, or I
will choke the life out of you!' Then
be seised me by the throat and hit m
in the shoulder. I screamed and he
let me go. He pulled a dlonlne- from
his pocket, and asked: 'Have you seen
-

Continued on pate tour.

Millionaire

W. E. Stokes, Whom She

Tried to Kill, Refused to

GiVe Her $600.
(By Special Leased wire to New Mexican)
New York. N Y.. Nov. 24. Lillian
Graham, the show girl, who, with Eth
el uonrad, is charged with attempting
to kill W. E. Stokes, the millionaire
horseman last June, burst Into tears
in court today when Stokes declared
on. the stand that he had refused to
give her $500, because he had married " and the incident might be Bta

interpreted."

i
n
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Little
Store
The Always
to the Front.

This Treatment Costs

If
Nothing
it Fails.
We want you to try three large bottles of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic on our
personal guarantee that we will re
fund your money for the mere asking
if it does not give you absolute satisfaction. That's proof of our faith in
this remedy, and it should indisputably demonstrate that we know what
we are talking about when we say
that Rexall '93" Hair Tonic will grow
hair except where baldness has been
of such long duration that the roots
of the hair are entirely dead.
We are basing our statements upon
what has already been accomplished
by the use of Rexall "93" Hair Tonic.
We believe that what it has done for
thousands of others it will do for you.
In any event you cannot lose anything
by giving it a trial on our liberal
guarantee. Two sizes. 50c. and S1.00.
Remember. you can obtain Rexall
Remedies in this community only at
our store The Rexall Store. The
Fischer Drug Co., 232 San Francisco

WE HAVE THEM.
We'll have THANKSGIVING TURKEYS for our Customers

Bananas,

Oranges,

Nuts,

Grape Fruits,
Crnberries,

Plum Pudding.

And All Kinds of Vegetables.

1

Telephone No. 4a
ALL CASH PURCHA8ES.

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.
TICKETS
GIVE REGISTER

WE

GO.

GROCERY

TER

WITH

abandoned her and failed to contrib
ute to her support.

FOR BALDNESS

Cooking and Baking Bags

E, N.

M.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24r 1911.

CUETS

Deserted From Battleship.
Confined in me county Jail at Las
Vegas, a man who says his name is
George Davis is awaiting the coming
ot an officer who will return him to
the United States navy. Davs gave
himself up to Night Officer Ward
Tuesday evening. He was given into
the custody of Sheriff Secundino Ro
mero. Davis told the sheriff that he
deserted from the battleship Califor
nia June 17 last. Mr. Romero has no
tified the naval officers on the coast
and they have agreed to send for Davis.

WORK
WHILE YOU SLEEP

vea i

Salts, Calomel and Cathartic Pills Are
Violent They Act on Bowels
as Pepper Acts in Nostrils.

is

Take a Cascaret tonight end thoroughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and wom
en who have headache, coated tongue,
can't sleep, are bilious, nervous and
upset, bothered with a sick, gassy,
disordered stomach, or have backache
and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping clean Inside with
Limited In Two Sections.
Cascarets or merely forcing a passBecause of the immense popularity
few days with salts,
of the California limited, and the ageway every
cathartic pills or cartor oil? This is
amount
of
traffic
consequent great
i
carried by it, the Santa Fe authori important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
ties nave decided to run that train
remove
the
stomach,
the
sour,
in tw0 sections every day, each sec- - regulate
tion to consist of the. standard regu undigested and fermenting food and
lar equipment in use on the limited foul gases, take the excess bile from
now- - 0ni? one section will the liver and carry off the decomposed
every
be run on the days the de luxe train waste matter and poison from the inis run however because it is ex- - testines and bowels.
Street,
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
pected that this train will for a time
at least relieve a portion of the pres- straighten you oat by morning. A luIN THE STREETS.
MRS. GOOD COOK:
sure on , the California limited, the cent box from your druggist means a
'
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV-E(Louis Untermeyer.)
clear head and cheerfulness for
one day in the week it will be run.
WITH A BRAND NEW
Eoy, my boy, it is lonely in the city;
CARVING SET.
months. Don't forget the children.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
Days that have no pity and the Santa Fe Minister at
Albuquerque
nights without a tear
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
At the First Presbyterian church,
Follow all too slowly and I can no
Barnett, the proprietor of the White
YOU'LL BE GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS
DINE WITH
corner
of
and
Rev.
Mr.
Fifth
Gold,
more dissemble
Elephant Saloon, yesterday afternoon
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KNIVES, FORKS AND SPOONS
FOR
"
"
for keeping his place of business orjen
I am frightened and I tremble-a- nd
THE TABLE.
lfullgh Who Was TtonIg?!;,'
COME AND SEE OURS.
Locoed."
A on election
I would that you were hero.
a
day,
September 6, 1910,
pleasing feature of the services will
0 boy God keep you!
arose. In the conduct
Wood-Davi- s
bw the music of the church choir, who peculiar point
Co.
of the case. District Attorney Klock
renaer
me
ne
nymn
oeauuiui
Boy, my boy, I had sworn to weep no!'1
put Probate Clerk A. E. Walker upon
Phone 14.
If
Its
We
Hardware
Have
Phone 14
It
wil1 Abundantly Pardon." At the
loneer- the stand with the records of his of
'
Services
de.
Mr.
last night
McCullogh
Time I thought was stronger than
fice in order to prove that Barnett
livered a powertul sermon. An edi was
the whispers long gone by,
a saloon that had re
torial in yesterday's Herald, entitled ceivedconducting
The ardent looks, the eager words,
a license.
"Seattle
and
was
read
Religion,"
by
the little love and hurried
Clerk Walker testified that he is- But they all come back unburied th evangelist. The large crowd pres. sued a license to Mr. Barnett on Augj ent listened with the greatest interest
and not one of them will die.
ust 4, 1910, and immediately Attorney
to the words of Mr. McCullogh. The
O boy
God save you!
F. E. Wood raised an objection that
revival services at this church have
the issuance of the license was not
'been
successful
and many additions
Boy, my boy you were glad with
in that it had been issued withto the membership of the church are legal
youth and power;
in sixty days prior to a general elecYour joy was like a flower that you reported by the pastor. Albuquerque tion.
The raising of the point, which
Herald.
wore upon your sleeve;
could not be denied by Mr. Klock,
And wherever you may go there'll be
be
caused quite a laugh, as no one knew
Childless Women Not Intellectual.
a girl with eyes that glisten,
at the time of the issuing of the liA girl to wait and listen and a girl
And now again arises the 'vexing cense
that a general election would
for you to leave.
question as to the comparison of in- be called within sixty
days tfcne. The
O boy God help her!
tellectuality and childlessness' among general election day, upon which it is
women, and Charles Tibbittg of Lonalleged Joe Barnett kept open his
don, in his recent work on "Marriage-makinwas the date on
place of
Marriage-breaking,- "
and
has which thebusiness,
AROUND THE STATE
to the constitu
delegates
taken the reverse position on. this tional
A
threadbare subject, for, contrary to numberconvention were elected.
Phone 6619 Blk.
of witnesses to the keeDine
the ordinary deductions along this
Indicted for Horse Stealing.
line of investigation, he finds that the open of the saloon are cited to testiFe, N. M.
An indictment charging Manuel ohnHoa women
are not found fy among which are Rev. J. I. Seder,
Ortiz with the larceny of a horse was
of
superintendent
the
amongst the intellectuals, but among
returned at Las Vegas yesterday.
League of New Mexico, and several of
society women.
He points out that much controversy the ministers of the city.
Walked 2,000 Miles.
has been aroused
the question
Fred Woods, who left Las Vegas whether women's by
Invasion
nf the
That Contain Mercurv.
August 15, nas completed a walk or professions and occupations has reni
more man z.uuv nines, ana is now in ered them less willine to become as mercury will surely destroy the
sense ot smell and completely de
Logan, Ohio.
mothers.
: WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
range the whole system when entering
to
It jis hard
distinguish, he says, it through the mucous
Snnh
suifura.
Mitchell Found GuHty.
rehow far the advance of women is
"Guilty" was the verdict rendered sponsible for the diminution of the articles should never be used except
on prescription from
?
reputable physiby the Jury in the case of the terri birth rate, but it is noticeable that the
All
of
as the damage they will do Is
tory against James Mitchell, on a decline is discovered among classes of cians,
ten IOld to the COOd vou can nnsnihlv
women who have made no advance in
charge of burglary at Las Vegas.
Ale
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
intellectuality.
manufactured
to
Cure,
Delivered
house.
F.
J.
Patronize
home
Cheney
by
your
Brockman Is Convicted.
s
Industry. Leave orders at
The most childless marriages,
& CO., Toledo. Ohio, contains no mer.
Henry Brockman was convicted in
declares, are those of persons cury, and is
CO.'S
KAUNE
&
STORE, PHONE 26.
taken internally, acting
police court at Roswell for violating who occupy a position in society in
He which they are distracted by frivolity oirectiy upon the blood and mucous
the city prohibition ordinance.
SANTA
MINERAL
CO.
surfaces of the system. In buying
was fined $25.00 and costs.
and enervated beyond the desire of
Hall's
Cure
Catarrh
sure
be
you
get
children by the slavery of competition the
It is taken Internally
genuine.
to excel in extravagance.
Mrs. Louisa Chavez.
and made In Toledo. Ohio by F J.
.
to
do
.
.
Mrs. Louisa Chavez died at Albu
ap Cheney & Co.
"Having nothing
Testimonials free.
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
querque. She was 68 years old, and pears to be as exhausting to most
Sold
leaves two children, a son and a women as the pursuit of the more bottle. by druggists. Price 75c ner
daughter, as well as several grand serious occupation," he' says.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
CAD
But the author points out, the in
children.
1 Ui
and Rincles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
vasion by women of the more stren- patioq.
uous departments of life has been
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water
Dispatching by Telephone.
rights
Another step in the Santa Fe's long largely responsible for vastly Improvand one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
ladder of improvements
was taken ed social and hygienic conditions.
this morning at 12:01 a. m., when
Modern Residences for Rentf
the telephone dispatching system was ANTONIO ORTIZ IS
For Best Laundry Work
ACQUITTED AT ALBUQUERQUE.
put to use on the Rio Grande division,
from Albuquerque to El Paso and Sil
103
After being out a short time yester
ver City.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Palace Ave.
day afternoon the jury in the case of
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Antonio Ortiz at Albuquerque, charged
Pankey Receives Cattle Shipment.
About 3 o'clock yesterday morning with assault with a deadly weapon, rea special train of 24 ca'rs loaded with turned with a verdict of not guilty.
O. K. Barber Shop
cattle passed through Estancia, going Ortiz has been in jail since early in Agency at
O.
Mrs.
F.
Brown, Agent.
offense
was
to Clark. The cattle were for B. F. June, the time the
alleged
WHOLESALE
Phone Red No. M.
Pankey of Lamy, having been shipped to have been committed.
Phone, Red No. 21
AND RETAIL
In the trial at Albuquerque of Joe
from Mexico to his ranch in southern
Santa Fe county. Estancia Herald.

Jim

.
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Stre

The Delicatessen

j

We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

pch

Hardware

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

LOUIS NAPOLEON

19 Black.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sola Agents For INTERNATIONAL
All kinds of flowers,

ALFaLFA SEED.

fardeo

STOCK

FOOD.

& field seeds in bulkaod

packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

iitiii(ti

I

Bring your raw furs and hides
to us to tanned and made into
the latest style garments, rugs,
robes, etc. Animals and birds
mounted at reasonable rates.

g

Phone Black

45

Sportsmen!
and Trappers!

J

.

F. F. GORMLEY

Santa

Anti-Saloo- n

.

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A SELECT LINE OF

t
I

t

:

C H RISTMAS NOVELTIES

Why Import Mineral Water ?

;

:

;

Handkerchief Cases, Manicure Sets, Sewing Cases, Book Marks and
a great many other novelties all beautifully hand decorated in
:
:
:
:
:
water colors.
:

4

Thanksgiving Post Cards.

4

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
Kinds
Soda,
Ball
Special High
Ginger

'

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

Tib-bit-

San Francisco Street.

FE

THE

You

are requested to call and see and
hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF

LEARN

ARD-LINDEM-

are ordering in

N COMPANY

AN

-

car-loshipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
ad

LEARNARD &
LINDEMANN CO.

Established 1900

'

Albuqurque,
Piano Tuner.

Expert German

E. M. Lehnor,

New Mexico

.

CHE
OliX

Imperial Laundry

P. M. JONES.

eal

Had Hand Amputated.
Rovbal caue-hhis hand, in
the saw in the mill of Leonard and
Cousins near Mineral Hill, San Miguel county, and the member wa torn
so badly that it was necessary 1o am
putate a portion of it. The man was
brought to the Las Vegas hospital
where the operation was performed.
.

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER

&

DAWSON COAL

" The

Quality Coal."

333 HICKOX STREET,

Near Union Depot

PHONE, RED 100.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
Per Mr

CLICK'S

at papular print

HACI

im

PIMM

liMk

"ni

an mUH heroaa,
TKK53XE CCIIKX

hbo.Ioo

tn.

Relieves CATARRH of

the
BLADDER
and all

HinolitO

COAL YARD

w

ha.

rrTTrrrrrr'f nnj

WATER

Was Drunk When He Stole.
The grand jury at Las Vegas re
turned an indictment against A. H
King, charging him with burglary.
King pleaded guilty. He informed
the judge that he was intoxicated
when the crime was committed and
aid not know he had been guilty of a
Durgiary until he discovered the stolen property in his room.
Final Divorce Decree.
A final divorce decree was
granted
Maria Garcia by Judge William
H.
Pope at Roswell. Senora Garcia filed
suit in the district court some months
ago against her husband" Elanterio
Garcia, in her complaint ehe alleges
that her spouse ill treated her for
many months and that finally he

Discharges la

J24HOURS
BMh

..prate bnntb.

Beware of (MIDYI

eamtafetti.
soul

nj mi aragriiu.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
I
Bounds Trains.

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone VLB, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Monday and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays aad

Fridays.
All work Is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed en
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RES 122
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

Screened

BATON
YANKEE

Weed

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SHffiiVfiK
85

I

Steam final

CAPITAL COAL YARD

Telephone

Telephons 85

LIVERY STABLE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Leaves Barranca en the arrival of
Telephone II. ,
the north bound train and arrives at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store,
Taot at 7 p. m.
.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c
Good covered; hacks and good
.,
way.
Short Orders at All Hours.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
New York Chop Suey 50c
8tatlen.

y

Pine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Baggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL
UP

J

Phone 9

CHAS. CLOSSON

Whet hi Need of knyfbkt
k fie UVMY
Drivers

Finished.

Ben Oacpar Are.

im.
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STORY OF

THE CAP TAL TAILORS

BEATTIE'S

GRIME

r
vuiuu ci aiuicis hcic sic

judiced Against His
moral Practices

253 San Francisco Street.

JURY

LADIES' AND GENTS' TAILORING

HAD

KNELT

IN

Im-

Mexican
New
Com ' mad op la dvl) and criminal dockets,
Printing
pany has prepared civil and criminal aeoarate of 31 pares each, or with
dockets especially for the as af las-ac- e ' both civil and criminal bound la om
of the peace. They are especial book, 80 paze civil and 120 pacjna
ly ruled, with printed heading!, la criminal. To introduce them they ars
either Spanish or English, made ef offered at the following prices
ll.Tf
good record paper, strongly and dur- P.vll or Criminal
ably bound, with leather back and
For 45 cents a'Jboaa! for a slngls
covers and canvas sides, hall full docket, or 65 cents additional for a
Index In front and the fees of justice combination docket, they will be seat
of the peace and constables printed by mall or prepaid express. Cash la
la full on tbe 2 rat page. The page full must accompany order. State
4.0C plainly whether
. .
Combined Civil and Crlalii.-'English or Spaalsk
are 10
Inches. These books are printed heading Is wasted.

PRAYER

Is

HHBMHHEHBHEMBnHHEMaHEflHMEaHBEHHHHEflHHBHHHHHHi

more eloquent than claims. It is not
FACTS are
we say that will attract you to our store,
is a
but what we DO. Our proposition for
live wire. We are here to stay. Our method in mak
ing your acquaintance will put money in jour pocket.
to-morr- ow

OUR OPENING DAY OFFER
you cannot afford to overlook. You will admit we have

Triurnnh
A Veritable TflilftfifHr
1UHV1111&

I

iiiuiupii
any Suiting or Over
in the store,
$30.00
$40.00 for one daycoating
only,
We will make to order

FOR LADIES

FOR GENTS

to-morr- ow,

Please notice

O

that these Garments are
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fit
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ll
A PERFECT FIT,
Airpure wool, all staunchiN
U
construction,
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the Garment
Without Paying

ff

I

KJL v4

Unrestricted
Privilege of Rejecting

A

H 0

H

or the

r

f

vaPY
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WE GUARANTEE

P
rr" Tfj
r
fr r
r

MEASURED, CUT, FIT AND COMPLETED in Our Store.

1

One Penny

trocuted. One minute after the shock

Q

tit tfcinty

vas applia

idl

Bests ufcr

m

W. L. DeCLOW,

e

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Remov
ing His Business to New Mexico.

I am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
I would like to correspond witn
1912, being my lirst consignment.
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
Jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
All

Cwa

MTV
rhirtw

Mam Ay ami Incnyanl

EVER SHOWN IN

hand-loomold-fashio-

ed

ned

way of getting acquainted.

,

,

SYUFY & YOUNG,

The Capital Tailors,

253 San Francisco

suae

Faraifa Maaay Orders

liS"

U. S., Canada, Mexico

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J

J. D. BARNES, Agent.

DAINTY

SHOES FOR
THANKSGIVING

,

correct
of the foot is
as nice an art as the
grooming of the body,
and you know that no
part of a man's or woman's rig is more attractive than a pretty

THE

Appeal Refused.
On November 13 the Virginia su
preme court of appeals refusel to
grant an appeal on a writ of error,
and two days later Governor Mann,
who had been appealed to for com
mutation or reprieve, issued a state
ment declaring that the interests o!
the people of Virginia demanded that
Beattie should die In tbe electric

foot well shod.

When you want shoes
to properly match the
new gown or suit you
will wear when going
out or receiving company, let us provide you
with strictly
footwear, and you may
rest assured you will
get the very latest style,
the most perfect fit and

chair.
SAN JUAN COUNTY
RECEIVED A HARD BLOW.

up-to-d- ate

G.
of Parmington, San
Juan county, is In Santa Fe for several days on business with Territorial
Engineer Charles D. Miller. Mr. Norton is an orchard owner and inter
ested In extensive Irrigation enter
prises. He says that the recent flood
did an immense amount of damage
in the San Juan and Las Animas
valleys, in several instances washing
the entire top soil from farms and
causing loss to Individual holdings
running Into thousands of dollars. The
apple crop thia year was only
of the normal and the peach
crop was also damaged' by the late
fiosts. Otherwise,
crops
however,
were ample. Outside of work on the
Inca ditch, not much work was done
on the proposed Irrigation system
and is not likely to be done until after
the next presidential election, when
It is hoped political agitation will
cease long enough to make capital
more confident and willing to Invest
in New Mexico enterprises. The first
train came into Parmington on MonWhere
day after the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad had been tied tip for 44 days II Quality
Meets
by the flood damage.

the best quality for the
least money.

Men's Fine Shoes, .

one-tont- h

.

. $3.50

to $6.00

Men's Pumps & Oxfords, . 2.50 to 5.00
Women's Fine Shoes, . . . 2.00 to 5.00
Women's Pumps & Oxfords, 2.00 to 4.00

I

Street

ce by Purchasing Walls

Pwfo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

N. Norton

woven bv the retailers of the
Harris Tweeds." handwoven
by the sturdy crofters of Harris. - Orkney Homespuns, the softest and most Ideal of all homespuns.
McBeth Tweeds, Kendall Browns; and many other Scotch Goods that come in patterns impossible of
duplication, because the hand of man never fashions twice precisely the same, and most of the goods
are
creations. We shrink every yard of clotheven the canvas and edged tapeby the
cold water process, which takes out every iota of shrink and makes the garment's
good
to
hour of wear.
last
the
keep
shape
one day only, merely our
REMEMBER, this Is POSITIVELY OUR OPENING DAY OFFER-f- or

4'

Parts of The World

8hort

OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC WOOLENS

Mfhg

foprfefe

i

Much Damage Was Done By Recent
Floods and Apple Crop Was

FE. Southerland Homespuns
THE FINEST LINE . SANTA
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(By Special Lpnspd Wire to Now Mexican
Rich.nond, Va., Nov. 24. At 7:23 a
m., Henry Clay Seattle, Jr., was elec

he was pronounced dead.
The Story of the Crime.
The
Va., Nov. 24.
Richmond,
crime for which Henry Clay Beattie.
Jr., was executed today was one of the
most sensational in the criminal history of Virginia. Interest in the mur
der was country-widowing to its un
usual features and the swif move
ment of justice.
Beattie's Story,
On the night of July IS, last, Beattie
drove his automobile into Richmond
carrying with him the body of his
wife which had a gaping shot gun
wound in the head. He declared that
a tall bearded man had accosted him
on the Midlothian turnpike, five miles
from Richmond and when he had requested the man to make room for
him in the road the stranger without
warning hadi fired the shot which
killed Mrs. Beattie. He added that
he had grappled with the man but
was overpowered and that the mur
derer had fled leaving the gun be
hind. This story of the crime was
maintained by Beattie to the end.
Bloodhounds.
For a brief time Beattie's story was
given some degree of credence, but
within a day or two suspicion began
to point to him and he was kept unBlood
der the closest surveillance.
hounds, taken to t ie scene of the
crime, refused to krve the place, cir
cling around the bioodspot on the
road.
Gun Proved Case Against Beattie.
Beattie it eventually transpired had
thrown the shotgun into the tonneau
of his automobile after the shooting
but in passing over some railroad
tracks not far from the scene it had
been jolted out and was picked up
later by a negress. This gun, which
Beattie alleged had belonged to tbe
proved the
mysterious highwayman,
means of sending the young man to
the electric chair.
Swift Justice.
At the coroner's inquest the weapon
was identified by Paul Beattie, a sec
ond cousin of young Henry, as the
weapon he had purchased for Henry
with money furnished by the latter
Beattie was arrested immediately af
ter the inquest. This was on July 21,
and on August 19, one month after
the day of .the murder, tbe trial was
begun before Judge Walter A. Wat
son, In the picturesque little Chester
field county court house, sixteen
miles from here.
Jury of Farmers.
The jury was made up almost entirely of farmers, and on thi3 fact
Beattie based his claim that he had
been convicted, not for the murder of
his wife, but because of his relations
with Beulah Binford, a notorious
young woman. He insisted to the last
that a jury composed of city men
would have freed him. Beattie was
defended by1 H. M. Smith, Jr., and
was
Hill Carter. The prosecution
conducted by L. O. Wendenburg and
L. M. Gregory.
Jury Knelt In Prayer.
The trial moved swiftly, though
many witnesses testified, and on Sep
tember 8, after 58 minutes of consid
In
eration and prayer the Jury
chorus instead of through its fore
man, declared Beattie to be guilty of
the murder of his wife. Motion for
a new trial was denied and November
24 was set as the day for the execu
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SOFT DRINKS

Justice in His Case Has Been
' Swift and
Sure
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Try a New Mexican Want Ad, It
brings results.
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CONSTANCY OF EMPLOYMENT.

The question of the unemployed is
perhaps the most pressing problem in
every country. Not so much those un-- l
employed from choice, but of those
who can not find work though willing
to work; those who are kept from
work by illness, or by other causes
not in their control. Even in small
towns like Santa Fe, the large percentage of unemployed people is a men-- ;
ace to prosperity and to civic ideals,
The census bureau is furnishing statistics on which to base systematic
effort to solve the problem.
A preliminary statement of the number of wage earners employed each
month in the manufacturing industries
of the country at the time of the thirteenth United States census was issued today by Director Durand of the
bureau of the census, Department of
Commerce and Labor. It Includes a
summary of the figures for several
showing the greatest variation in the number employed.
The census inquiry called for the
number of wage earners employed on
the 15th of each month or other
From
day of the month.
these figures the average number employed for the year .was calculated by
dividing the sum ot the number? reported each month by twelve. This
average represents the number that
would be required to perform the work
done if all were constantly employed
during the. year. The figures, however, shpw that for some industries
there is a large difference in the number employed during certain seasons
of the year,
"The average number of wage earners employed in all Industries during
1909 was 6,615,046; the largest num
ber 7,006,853, was employed In No
vember; and the smallest number,
8.6
6,210,063, In January, equal to
per cent of the maximum. There was
a fairly constant increase each month
from January to November, and the
totals indicate that for the entire
country there was great regularity in
the number employed during the year.
However, in some branches, especially the seasonal industries, there was a
large range.
The largest number ot wage earners
was reported for the manufacture of
lumber and timber products. This industry includes the logging camps,
saw, shingle, and planing mills, the
manufacture of lath, cooperage stock,
sash, doors, blinds, interior finish, and
other mill work; also the wooden packing-box
factories. There were emthe
ployed on the average during
year, in all these industries taken together 695,019 wage earners.- The
largest number 739,160, was reported
for November, and the smallest,
for January, equal to 87.8 per
cent of the maximum. The timber
camps show a variation from 222,564
In December to 170,587 In July, equal
to 76.6 per cent of the maximum. The
active season in the woods' covers
different months in the various sections of the country, and if the operations of the timber camps in each
are considered
geographic division
separately, there is a much wider
variation in the number employed. In
the sawmills the greatest number,
372,000, was employed in October, and
the smallest, 308,000, in January,
equal to 82.8 per cent of the maximum.
The next largest number was employed in foundries and machine shops
for which there was an average of
531,011 wage earners reported.
The
greatest number, 597,234, was employed in December and the smallest number, 482,080, in January, equal to 80.7
per cent of the maximum.
Cotton factories rank third,
the
average number of wage earners being 378,880. The greatest number,
383,529, was reported for December
and the smallest, 374,433, for January,
equal to 97.6 per cent of the maximum.
Employment was thus more regular
than in any of the other large indusL
tries.
Repair shops of steam railroads
form the fourth in order, the- average
number of wage earners being 282,174.
The geatest number, 301,538, was employed in December and the smallest,
lepre-sentativ- e

-

649,-23-

in May, equal to 89.1 per cent
of the maximum.
s
268,700,

.

Printing and publishing is the only
other industry that gave employment
to more than 250,000 wage earners on
an average during the year, there being 258,434 in 1909. The greatest number, 269,884, was employed in December and the smallest,' 251,757, in
July, equal to 93.3 per cent of the
maximum.

CIVILIZE THE NATIONS,
Through the courtesy of the publishers, the New Mexican is in receipt of a beautifully printed and artistically illustrated brochure by Mrs.
Elmer Black; a vice president of the
Third National Peace Congress. The
essay is entitled "Civilize the Nations," and makes a plea for arbitration and world peace, which is particularly timely since next Sabbath wul
be celebrated
"Unity
Sunday,"
throughout the United States. The
author discusses her subject from a
viewpoint distinctly broad and original and thus contributes to the overwhelming public sentiment that will
before long make war impossible, des
pite the declarations of Roosevelt's
that the arbitrament of war alone can
decide differences
that spring up
among nations, although long ago,
civilization put down the sentiment
that questions of honor or any other
dispute among individuals, must be
decided in the courts and not with
sword or pistol.
Say the publishers of this unique
little pamphlet:
Among the nations
of the world none is better qualified
to take the lead in the great movement for peace and the cessations of
war, none to which the other powers
more naturally look for such leadership than the United States. Her po
siton, her traditions, her freedom
from entanglements and her very
compositon of states living in harmony together, make her the one
great nation qualified and recognized
for the mission.
"The movement is centuries old;
but the culmination point was reached a year ago when the president of
the United States promulgated a
series of treaties with Great Britain
and France, which forever settle the
question of international arbitration
and compel these nations, in the event
of contentions, to take their controversies before a joint high commission
and adjucate them, just as two contending citizens of a civilized country
must adjust their difficulties in a
court of law.
"There is danger, grave danger, that
the very heart of these treaties is to
be cut out; that the very purpose
they are designed to serve will be vi
tiated by those in whose power their
sanction lies."
The author traces the growth of the
peace idea from remotest times to the
present and concludes with an appeal
and a plea for compulsory arbitration.

For the woolen and worsted industry
employment was somewhat less regular than in the cotton mills; there was
an average of 168,722 wage earners,
the largest number, 173,943, was reported for November and the smallest,
15S.318, for January, equal to 91 per
cent of the maximum. In the manufacture of boots and shoes there was
an average of 198,297; the largest
number, 207,452, was reported for December and the smallest, 190,382, for
May, equal to 91.8 per cent of the
maximum.
The number reported for
the minimum month was 75.8 per cent
of the number employed in the maximum month in the iron and steel
(rolling mills and steer work) industries; 88.2 per cent in the .furniture
industry; 91.8 per cent in the men's
clothing, and 80.6 per cent; in the
women's clothing industry; "91.7 per
cent in the manufacture of hosiery
and knit goods; 94 per cent in the
bakery industry; and 91.6 per cent in
tobacco manufacture.
Seasonal industries, such as the
manufacture of brick and tile, canning and preserving, the manufac
ture of
products and
of ice, naturally show a great variaMORALS AT A LOW EBB,
tion in- the number of wake earners
In Denver yesterday, at the trial of
employed during different months.
In the brick and tile industry there Gertrude Patterson for the murder of
were employed on the average during ' her husband, men and women fought
the year 76,528 wage earners. The furiously to gain entrance to the court
largest number, 104,930, was reported ( room, expecting to hear salacious defer July and the smallest number, 38,- -. tails from a life that had been spent
312, for January, equal to 36.5 per on the primrose path. It was a
of the maximum.
gusting spectacle, a reminder that civ- There was even a greater variation m ation and Christianity are not as
in the canning industry, for which a!yet sunk deep into human minds and
yearly average of 59,968 wage earners human souls. Denver is a city of
was reported.
The largest number, churches, a city of noble men and
154,800, was reported for September wome
a itv from ,hih BnM fnrth
and the smallest number, 19,998, for much
effort a city that
missionary
January, equal to 12.9 per cent of the prides ltgelf on Ug
j
"""""
lts lofty ,teals,
Den- Z.W
i
for
this
industrrat the height
quired
the msitlon 'lo4gypu'Dllc is m
of the season are. obtained. principally
i,.u ! ,
from- the agricultural
wht?re,S6;
districts 1
Sn! Fth(?
which the canneries are located, but
b?,st
brut,break
many come from the cities, and dur- Z
ing the dull season they seek employ- - Z7Z whether
race track'
?S
.
ment in other occupations.
ven
P'eas,!re gr?nds;
The cottonseed-oi- l mills of the coun-- l
Mn is about as despic-durin- g
try gave employment on an average bl nursa beast as he was in tne days oI
the year to 17,071 wage earn- d
ers. The largest number, 29,334, was Socrat8 or Aurelius and when
for the month of November opners spoke of him wlth 88 mu5n
the smallest number, 5,174 for dain as do nowadays pessimists who
July, equal to 17.6 per cent of the look wlth sorrow upon a spectacle
ilike that of
men and
maximum. '
wno should have hands and
The manufacture of ice gave
ployment on an- average during the minds occupied on- a weekday with
year to 16,114 wage earners. The earnest endeavor and tasks, fighting
largest number, 22,872, was reported vitn eacb other to gain a seat at a
for July, and the smallest 9,847, for court trial because, forsooth, filthy
January, equal to 43.1 per cent o the incidents of a putrid life are to be re- vealed from the witness stand.
maximum.
-
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This talk of President Taft not suc TEACHING LOVE OF COUNTRY.
This is one of the important duties
ceeding, himself is fathered by the
wish that he might eliminate himself of the public and private schools of
and thus give the 'enemy some hope New Mexico, to teach patriotism. The
of victory. President Taft may not young man or young woman aflame
be strong with J. Pierpont Morgan with love of country will countenance
nor with the
demagogue, no degradation of the ballot through
out ne is strong with the people, he Dribery or fraud, will onnose every
is a
he will be elected selfish movement that has not the
next November, with a majority that 'weal of the people and the glory of
will silence the voice of criticism the state for its aim. From the press
and the war cry of insurgency. There of the New Mexican Printing Com-i- s
no hope for a Democratic candidate pany has Just come the third edition
in November 1912, if Taft again en-- . of a pamphlet dedicated to the public
ters the field, as he undoubtedly will, ' schools and which is a great help
if Providence spares him to the na-- in teaching patriotism. It is a com-tioNot since the Civil War, has pilation by Superintendent of Public
the nation felt so much the need of a Instruction J. E. Clark and his assist-chie- f
executive possessed of judicial ants of suitable programs for Labor
poise, of strength of character, of Day, Library Day. Thanksgiving: Dav.
firmness to do right though the voice Christmas, New Mexico Day, Lincoln
of anarchy and of selfish plutocracy Day, Washington Day, Arbor' and
join in demanding the overthrow of Bird Day, Peace Day, Memorial Day,
tne great principles established- by the besides a fine selection of songs
ioreiatners in council nans and on the and memory gems. The quotations
neia oi Dattie tnrougn devotion and are of the choicest and of high liter-sel- f
sacrifice.
ary value in addition to their appro- loud-mouth-

vote-gette-

25 Days

pnateness for the various celebra
tions in which teachers and pupils
snould participate.

I

BEAUTIFUL
ADDRESS
ON
MASONRY.
At the dedication of the Masonic
temple at Roswell, District Attorney
L. O. Fullen delivered an address,
which after appropriate words of in
troduction, he declared was not his
own, but that of Judge A. A. Freeman,
ana had been given to the world
years before but was worthy of being
repeated. The New Mexican has re--I
ceived a copy of this address all the
way from Victoria, British Columbia,
the present home of Judge Freeman,
and the New Mexican agrees with Mr.
Fullen that the address really was
worth while. Lofty thoughts are
clothed in language pure and poetic.
One cannot but help admiring the
mind that conceived such ideas and
the soul that poured out its faith
in humanity in
such
measures.
From it can be culled many quotations, many a gem that might serve
as a beacon light in periods of ? tresa
and doubt. One may be a Mason or
not a Mason; one may believe in Masonry or one may oppose its- doctrines or its practices, but no onei
can find in that address any trace of
any thought that is not worthy of the
noblest ideals.

A New Way of Using Date
By Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
The value of dates as a food is hardly
appreciated.
They are wholesome,
nutritious, and when used in K C Date
Muffins, make a recipe that is appreciated by the entire family.

FIRST

cup-suga- r;

easily digested.
This is only one of the many appetizing recipes found in the K C Cook's
Book.
The wonderful K C Cook's Book is
substantially bound and printed in nine
colors, contains ninety tested and easily-mad- e
recipes by Mrs. Janet McKenzie
Hill, of the world famous Boston Cooking School Magazine.
Yon can secure a copy FREE by sending the colored certificate packed in
cans of K C Baking Powder to the
'
Jaques Mfg Co., Chicago.
Be sure to write name and address
30
plainly.
.

If it is at all possible, the Republicans must prepare to
with
Governor McDonald in giving
New
Mexico an administration of affairs
that will not cause people to think
that a mistake had been made in
granting statehood to New Mexico.
There is no disguising the fact that
business is languishing because ' of
the uncertainty of the political outlook and that troublous days are
ahead for the commonwealth unless
every effort is made to sink thoughts tne woman, was too Intoxicated to
of partisan advantage in efforts for, testify when called before the jurors
the common good. There is a time'and the dismissal resulted.! Paul was
neld 88 a witness against the woman
for aggressiveness and a time for
ciliation, and now is the time for the' in a stat case to be instituted. Miss
latter! This. talk of war to the knife,! Plckerell was arrested more than
of unseating duly elected members of, two months ago and held a prisoner,
the legislature, of retaliatory meas-- She wore men's garments and her
ures, of cutting off the governor's pat--, sex was not suspected until the jail
ronage, clipping his prerogatives and attendants began searching for
trouble generally, is neither arms and other dangerous weapons
wise nor conducive to party success. "I guess you'd beter call the matron,"
Let party leaders accept the verdict she said, quietly, "as I am a woman,
of the canvassing board next week asi though .1 have worn men's clothes
conclusive of the wishes of the 60,- - since leaving my home in the East,
000 men who cast their votes on No- - more than nine
years ago. 55 Miss
vember 7, and let those elected carry Pickerell, who is 28 years of age, has
out the mandate thus pronounced in a physique that would do credit to a
a spirit of fairness and wisdom.
She worked as a man
'longshoreman.
in the grain fields and forests throughUNFIT FOR PUBLICATION.
out the Northwest for several years.

,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

cup butter;
legg! U cup milk; 2 cufsJlour; 3 level
teaspoonfuls K C Baktng Powder;
teaspoonul salt; scant pound dates.
Cream the butter, add the sugar and
the egg, beaten light. Sift together
three times, the flour, baking; powder
and salt; add these to the first mixture,
with the milk;
beat
alternately
thoroughly and add the dates, stoned
and cut in pieces. To bake, have a
slow oven until the muffins double in
bulk, then increase heat to bake and
brown quickly. Muffins baked this way
will be light, appetizing and more
d

NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE

E C Data Muffins
One-thir-

-

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency; public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consist
,V
f
ent with sound banking.
money-transmitti-

ng

OFFICERS.
J.

R.

L

J.

B. READ, Cashier.

A. HUGHES,

4t

I

President.

PALEN,

F. McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.
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Think About It !life
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Planing Mill
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(Continued Irom fage One.)

PECOS WATER USERS SQUABBLE.

this?' and he handed it to me."
"What was it?" Attorney Hilton

Continued from Page One.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
Sash, Doors,

Window Frames,
Ijtoor Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

'

Casings, Base,

Wainscotting,
Ceiling,
Custom Work,

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work

before the irrigation season opens in
"It was about a suit for $25,000 dam- March.
The supervising engineer, Louis C.
ages which Mr. Patterson had filed
Hill is expected in a few days and he
against Mr. Strouss for alienation."
"Did Mr. Patterson say anything will spend several days inspecting
then?".
the project and confer with tha wa"Yes, he said he would drop the ter users on a possible extention of
suit if I would deed the bungalow to1 the project. The matter of enlarging
him, and turn my bank stock over to the project has been under consideration for several years; but the funds
him, and drop 'my divorce suit."
Struck1' Her Again.... .... of the service were too low to under
"I'll do nothing of the kind" I re take any large amount' of Work. Tthe
plied. Then he struck me a blow full water users, however, feel that steps
should be taken to prepare the way
in the face, andi I staggered back."
"What then took place?"
for the larger project, that the work
Kicked Her.
can be rushed whenever funds are
"He struck me again and knocked ' available for the construction ot resme to the ground and kicked me."
ervoir number three.
"What then?"
"I was struggling to my feet and he
NOTICE.
was kicking me. His face was disof New Mexico,
torted, but I managed to get to mj Territory of Santa Fe. ss.
County
knees."
In the Probate Court in the matter
' "
"And then?"
Tot Harvie S. DuVal, de"I opened my bag and got out the of the Estate
intestate.
ceased,
revolver and fired."
Know All Men by These Presents:
"How many times?"
Administrator!
That Hugh DuVal
"I don't know.,",
of the Estate of Harvie S. DuVal, de-- J
"More than once?"
ceased, intestate, has filed his final
"Yes."
account in the above entitled matter'
"Well how many?"
and that all persons having any ob- "I don't know,;
to said final account and the:
jections
"Do you remember anything after
settlement thereof are required to pre--j
that?"
sent the same within the time and n
"No."
the manner prescribed by law and
"Till when?"
the probate court In and for the coun"Not until the next day."
Territory of New MexWitness here was turned over to; ty of Santa Fe, and
ico, has fixed
appointed Monday
the state '.for cross examination.
the 1st day of January, 1912, at the
hour of 9 a. m., for the hearing of
NELL PICKERELL IS
said objectons filed to such said final
Ol-'
BOOTLEGGING.
ACQUITTED
account, if any such there be, and for
the settlement thereof.
Alexander Paul, the Indian, Alleged
This administrator further gives noto Have Bought the Booze, Too
tice that upon the settlement of said
Drunk to Testify.
final account, he will proceed to close
the administration of said estate of
Nov. 24. Nell said decedent and to obtain, his. disSpokane, Wash;,
Pickerell, alias Harry Allen, was re- charge at such executor and the disferred to as "a symphony In brown" charge of his surety as such.
by a government official as she tripHUGH F. DUVAL, I
ped down the stairs at the Spokane Administrator of the Estate of Harcounty jail following her discharge by
vie S. DuVal, Deceased, Intestate.
G. VOLNEY HOWARD
the federal grand jury, the 'members
ot which declined to return a "true1 Santa Fe, New Mexico, Attorney for
bill' for alleged "bootlegging" among
Administrator.
the Indians, south Of here. Alexander
Read the New Mexican Want ColPaul, an Indian, who, the federal authorities say, purchased liquor from umn it you want results. 5

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

asked.

Ws solicit a liberal share of your patronage.
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THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Now

Under the Same Management.

THOS. D ORAN, Proprietor

Large Sample Rooms.

FLOWERS
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

R. .V. BOYLE, Manager.

Coronadb Restaurant
Short Orders run Day .&lSlght.

Regular Meals 25c.

Furnished rooms in connection." Hot & Cold Baths? Electric Lights
222 San Francisco Street

'JJ
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:

Let Him Know ft IT you are out ol
position, you must let the employer
know
A want advertisement In the
s
New Mexican will reach every
and professional man In the city
and county and a great many In the
territory. If yon have any special talent, do not hide it under a bushel.
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AT PRICES TO SUIT EVERBODY

Sterling Silver Deposit Glassware the very latest of
beautiful wareSomething that will please any

woman

these in Chicago or New York

You

Inmense Asst. of Decorated China
:-

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:
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pay you well to use them.

'

are invited to Call and inspect the

stock- -It

Here You Can Find

IF IT IS JEWELRY WH HAVE
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will be a pleasure to show you what we have.
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25 Days

A Suitable (lift for every one FATHER, MOTHER, WIFE, or
DAUGHTER, HUSBAND or SON and for BABY too in beautiful Fill
tree worknot excalled anywhere in beauty and design. "y
Beautiful riof Settlors.
OpaU-- in
Breeches
Tarqoois&, Matrlx-BnlU- flt
ana penaaniff
:

SEE THE SHERBET OLASSES IN THE WINDOW.

Prop

Have you Kurnithecrllooma to Rent?
A little campaign Want advertising
In the New Mexican will keep the In
come from your furnished rooms from
The classified columns are
lapsing.
always looked up closely and It will

and Fancy China will be offered at greatly reduced prices.
During the Holiday Season, this stock of High Class Jewelry-Silverw- are
No one can have too much ware of this kindso you cannot
go wrong in making gifts selected from this large assortment. MM
-

-

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Room
'en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.

.

,

nTnn

THE PALACE

'

;

Estimates cheerfully furnished

P. M; HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black

&cat.ons,Etc

,,l"5'--

fc

:

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

IF YOU ARE UNDECIDED, CALL ON S. SPITZ

Gl$$s
or Olive Dishes
Sterling Silver Tea
Spoons per Set

J

How AboW That Fire Insurance?'

nt

Only 25 More Christmas Shopping Days Left

Listen to a Few of These Specials
Almond
Cut

m

oa

NnvcupcD

Mubs

Date

A

I

FRIDAY.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,00000
Goes a General Banking

e

PERSONAL MENTION

v

J

Dr. J. A.. Rolls was called to th
per Pecos yesterday.
J. Porter Jones of Albuquerque Is
in the city on business.
Celonel George v. Prichard went
to La Vegas yesterday.
Attorney A. M. Edwards of
is stopping at the Palace.
Deputy Traveling Auditor
R. C.
Rankin has returned from Las Vegas.
C Rankin of Las Vegas, assistant traveling auditor, is at the

Business

Farm-ingto-

Your Patronage Solicited
H. F. STEPHENS.

President

H. B. LAUGHLIN,

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

I

"

Cutter,

'

Eslablishd

Style and patterns that have
never been shown before.

WE CAN FIT YOU IF YOU GIVE US A CHANCE

New assortment in silk and

.wool

v -

-

-

"

The latest and greatest idea in

Knit silk ties in a variety of
colors and pattr ns
te

up-to-da-

MOST COMPLETE LINE

OF SILK LISLE HOSIERY
W

I

SELIGill
P.

Party

;

Men's

it

and Dress Shapes.

MISS

For sale bj all drvcglsta.

Have no effect if you wear a
Good Sweater!

QUICK ADVANCES FOLLOWED
BY SHARP DECLINE8.

Through an error the factory

:

:

Phone 36

:

DOlilTAlI?
"

a
Let us tell. you about
i .
house, good location, fruit trees,'
shade trees, lawn, good out buildings
six-roo-

V T

U

m

x

Handles the Proposition

$1,000

O. C. WATSON & CO.
SURETY

INSURANCE,

Phone, Red 189.

BONDS,
'

.

with his old friends.
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquer- que, is registered at the Montezuma
hotel and will probably remain in the
city until after the official count is
taken of the election returns.
and
Supreme Court Judge-elec- t
Mrs. R. H. Hanna returned last even-ing to Santa Fe after attending the
Rothgerber-Grunsfel-

MODERN MINSTRELSY

cated our SWEATER ORDER.
kicked.

is necessary to move

I

REAL ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

nuptials at

d

I

Smelting.
Bonds were steady,
The market stopped going down
soon after mid-dabut there was no
effort made to rally prices. Canadian
Pacific showed exceptional strength
2 i"8 t0 2 i"2metropolitan Street
Rai'way and 5 per cent bonds were
bought heavily and advanced 2 to
-

Al- - 3
'

3--

40

Come in and See Them While They Last

W. N. TOWNSEND
THE MASTER TAILORS.

I

40

I

S.

HUE

ft

GO.

Where Prices Are Lowest

EE

MRS R. LOPEZ.
Shampooing
Manicuring
Of the election returns.
Hair Dressing Massaging
Mrs. Matilda Coxe Stevenson, the
Chiropody.
nrnminOTit othnnlnelRt. whn haa
a
ranch in the Espanola valley, is in trOII K0 m Wtf C Andrews More

HAVE some fine Sets of China for the table,
pieces as you wish. Also Kitchen
that make cooking a delight. Wilton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade

your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

THE

& Sanborn's
High Qrade Coffee

Chase

sat sse s

perfect
color.

New

'"a

Funeral Directors
PICTURE FR AMINO

Carriage

-

JUST IN
(1911) Crop of ENGLISH
NUTS and ALMONDS

4-

led.

THIRTY-THRE-

Aunt Jemima's Famous

Take a look at our lineof NEW and

s; kaIe a

HATS

THE NIFTY NEW STYLE

ft

.

Automobile

painting!

ADOLPH

SEUGMAN DRY GOODS

SXX XXX

CO.

You

35

REAL ESTATE
what
,

Our list includes just

seeking at

you are

RIGHT PRICE AND TERMS.
We only ask an opportunity to verify the
above assertion.

Santa.

Fe Abstract, Realty & Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

KILLED AND
ONE HUNDRED INJURED.!
'

J.P. Steed

go.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

All Work Guaranteed.

..MILLINERY..

& Son

Terrific Boiler Explosion at Oil Cake
Mill
Near Liverpool,
England. ......
CARPENTERS
Wire to New Mexican)
Leased
Special
(By
Liverpool, Eng., Nov. 24. Thirty-thre- e
AND
CABINET
MAKERS.
workers are known to nave been
killed and upwards of 100 others in
jured by a boiler explosion which oc FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
curred today at the joil cake mills of
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
J Bebby Sons. ,
Phone, Red IIS

WE KNOW
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
YOU
THAT
BE
WILL
PLEASED
t
for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thor
ough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125

Palace
Avenue.

MDC

W

miw. n.

I IWHH A DIYT

iaiuiimui,

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

-

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

(A

3

SAVES

Our
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.

j

SANTA . FE VATER

a

i

i

LIGHT COLIPANY, TASHINGTON STREET.

i

i
A

i

(

Oet away from
and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
the
idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheapen cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
y

!

ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

S S

Listen ! Why Not Gejt the Benefit of All the Light ?
o
THE EYES.
pay lor, by having it right where you are using it. It saves on your light bill and
display rooms are open tor your

; inspection,

I

1

ft

BROWNS, GRAYS and BLACKS
You cannot afford to be without one

sr ft

i

$

E

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

- 3
3 Q

K

UP-TO-DA- TE

"-"-

,

Also Scudder's Maple Syrup

H.

36

,

Just in, a Fresh Stock of

108 Palace Avenue
Phone, IJO

i

sssess

OH! YOU SPORTS

rLnliA

SIGN

,

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

'

158-AMAD-

Poor coffee is an unwholesome drink. To
begin the day by drinking
it clouds an otherwise
cheerful mind. See to
it, then, that you have

AKERS-WAGNE-

-

the city superintending a big shipment
;
of apples from her orchard, which are
to be sent to different points
i
i R
east.)
Ak'PDV
Mrs. Stevenson will be in the city
DANCKI
for a few days.
FRESH BREAD AND CAKE
Clyde Ely, a well known and popu- I nnvoc Fino
J5r
rjatlv
-- v RrpaI
"l
lar vniin? man frnm th Kanannla val.
""'V "
Fruits
and Groceries
ley, arrived last night from the north Confectionery,
and will be in the city for a few days.
Fresh Cream Puffs Every Day
Mr. Ely has recently, purchased a numPhone, Black
ber of log cabins in the Jemez moun
GUTIERREZ, PROP.
tains and will transform them into
habitable homes.
Professor J. D. Tinsley, agricultur
al expert for the Santa Fe, and an 3SXSgSSS$3S3S3e3S3CSSSSS3(
assistant arrived in Las Vegas this
morning in a Cadillac touring car on
&
the way from Clovia to Colmor. They
left this afternoon for Wagon Mound
PAINTING
where they will spend the night.
The car is well equipped for traveling
and they camped out last night at
the Pecos crossing at San Jose. After the trip to Colmor they will return to Las Vegas. Las Vegas Optic.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Cashier C. M. Richards of the First
National Bank at Carlsbad, and chair
PAUL
P. LACASSAGNE
man of the Republican county central
305 Saa Francisco Street.
committee of Eddy county, is in Santa
'
Fe for a few days.
3SSS3SXSSSSSCSS3SS3C3S3C3SS
WAL

PANCAKE FLOUR

Day and Night Phone.

S.

WE asCabinets
many

NEW METHOD TOILET SHOP

j

with its fragrant
aroma ana

-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

PRICE-MAKER-

CO.

o

much better and will stay in the city
until after the official canvass made

v

C. YONTZ,

THE

&

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

H

d25T ulo?i

HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES

.ih.

them readily.

when you want them.

8

That , is the word
.with us. The wear- frig apparel we sell

NEW DESIGNS IN
Neck Chains and Pendants

it

if

Remember, at cost, not at the
tail end of the season, but NOW

I

8

JULIUS H. GERDES.

,

at cost

saw--nift- y,

Rail-Junio-

r

is as near the ideal as the best artists and
most expert workmen can make them, fori
men and women.

.

instuct-e- d

r

on.

buquerque

B. P. 0. E.

SAFE QUALITY

- - SILVER NOVELTIES in endless array
(told and Silver Jewelry Boxes

We

This is just what we will do. The finest line
swell styles, all
you ever
wool.
colors, all

s

IDEAL

They have now

us to sell them

j
Selling pressure increased and
Wednesday evening.
Joe E. Sheridan, territorial mine there were further sharp declines in
inspector, with headquarters at Sil- - Prices. Union Pacific, St. Paul, Louis-ve- r
City, came up this morning on vilIe & Nashville and various other
DIRECTION
belated No. 8 and is spending sev- - standard stocks were quoted a point
- or more oeiow yesterday's prices,
KANSAS CITY, MO. eral days on business in Raton. RaC.A.SAPP,
Bear operators took advantage ol
ton Range.
and Mrs L. Bradford tne extreme weakness of the local
Prince have arrived at their former traction stocks to attack the general
home at Flushing, New York. Mrs. l1st in vigorous fashion.
Prince is reported at feeling much ' Interborough Metroplitan lost 2
better than' she had during the last Points, tbe preferred 3 8 and the pre-feferred voting certificates 4 points.
weeks in Santa Fe.
r
Senator John Downey
Works, Meanwhile, Metropolitan Street
froai California, passed through wavs 4 8 increased its rise 4 points
Lamy yesterday on his way to Wash- - and the 5's to five. The close was
ington. Senator Works stated tha't he 'weak,
was much pleased with the election
results in New Mexico.
Mnnnn-iHnn w
t or ' The rst aid to stomach troubles,
hm
is Cel-sIt does not contain any
rive for a business visit in the city,
FUNNY
roison and gives Immediate relief
A
message
Wednesday.
telephone
COMEDIANS
from the new governor to J. W. Stock- - om stomach troubles, which are the,
Why
ard says he has delayed the visit for
7
V,
a fpw rifiva Rnawpll Mnmfnor Khvr should you take poison in pills and
SINGING
cause more
Mrs. Vera Chapman Rathburn for-- fowdfr
CHORUS
stomach!
while Cel-ssettles
trouble,
now
of
will
and
who
Las
Vegas
merly
efferves-- j
Is
a
troubles
and
delightful
make her home here with her brothcent drink. 10 and 25c at The Capi- er, K. M. Chapman, has taken Mrs. J.
!
E. Woods place at the School of Arch- tal Pharmacy.
Prices - - The Capital Pharmacy will refund
aeology. Mrs. Rathburn is very much
the purchase price If it fails to do all
Advance Sale at Fischer's Drug Store pleased with Santa, Fe.
we claim.
Is this fair?
t
Governor
Former
Curry,
George
MONDAY NOVEMBER
27th 1911. who has been sick in bed for the last

FOR

s

dupli- -

,

460

-

MUGLER.

A.

QUICK IN RESULTS

BENEFIT

BROS. GOMPAIIY,

O. Box, 219.

$1,000

THE COLD BLASTS

SEE THEM AT

4

Aviation caps in endless colors

I

.

NoveltyFaiicyFeathers

and will remain here for a few days.
Supervisor Tom Stewart of the Pecos forest, left yesterday for the Pe- High Records for Present Movement
Established at Opening cf
cos, and will return early next week.
Stock Market,
Dr. J. A. Messie of Santa Fe is
spending a brief visit here from his
home in the Ancient City. Albuquer- - (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Nov. 24. High
que Herald.
for the present movement
C. R. Easley returned to Santa Fe records
were established by several of the
a
after
having spent
couple
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. yesterday
leading stocks this morning, but beof days here on legal business.
fore the day's trading was far adYour druggist will refund money if
News.
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
M. S. Groves, elected corporation vanced the market showed the effects
of heavy realizing sales and gradu- case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or commissioner on the
Republican tickProtracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c et, is stopping at the Palace and will alIL fel! .blCk"
The hlgh Prices brouSQt ut
'fie
be in the city for a few days.
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero amounts of 8t0cks ln tn second hour
is expected to arrive tonight from the and tne market eve way sharplv.
east. His son, Miguel, will not leave' Many of tlMS representative stocks
reacted a point or more. Losses were
fnr nnnwcii until nov n.b
in Illinois Central
Colonel M. id. Padgett, editor of the registered of 2
Nov. 30th and Dec. 1st. Las Vegas Optic is
and a noint ln Northern Pacific,
tne
at
registered
amalgamated copper,
The colonel is here on bust-- j hiSh Valley,
ness and incidently shaking hands Atlantlc Coast Line and American

A Palm Beach

Girls and Misses

A

BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start. For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
anrjoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit. m
TONIC IN ACTION

SWEATEES

THOSE

They work directly on the KIDNEYS,

ELK'S THEATRE

Ladies Waists

1

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS

Discount

,

Ladies Coats

i

Use for Results

J. M. Vargas and M. A. Lobato from
Petaca, Rio Arriba county; are registered at the Coronado.
H. 0. Bursura came up from his
home in Socorro last evening. Albu
.
querque Morning Journal.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
will arrive tonight from Albuquerque

003.

Incorporated

.

25

READ for PROFIT

?ive
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In effect Sept, 1st
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The embezzlements

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

p m .p m
North
and
South.IX
train both
jOonnecta at Oolfax with E. P.
M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
SStase for Van Houten
. m, dally excep
9:00
N.
at
X,
for
M.,
M.,
Klizabethtown,
Stage leaves Ute Park.
trip; fifty pound baggage carrted free.
undsys, Fare $a uuone way 13.50
. for the south at 11 ,11 p. tn. arrives from tb
Des Mcines, N,
O. & S. train leave
&

1

30

9 05
8 20
8 02

Ute Park, N. M...LV

Ar

OO

166

Lv 7 46
Ar am

Cimarron

20
4
3
8
3
3
2
2

Koehler Junction
Koehler

M

12

Moines. N. M...Ar
Kumaldo
Dedman

s

11

0
7

2 30
2 47
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Much Sicknesi starts with weak stomach, and consequent
lack
poor, impoverished blood. Nervous and
good, rich, red blood. Their stomachs need invigorating
for, after all, a man can be no stronger than his stomach.
A remedy that makes the stomach strong end the liver
active, makes rich red blood and overcomes and drives
g
out
bacteria and cures a whole multi
f ude of diseases.

evidence
than that which was introduced in
support of an indictment found against
Dr. E. N. Wilson, charging him with
embezzling $76.85, District Attorney
G. S. Klock was yesterday obliged to
consent to a dismissal of eight other
indictments against Dr. Wilson charging embezzlement of a sum aggiegat- ing $3,000. The action was taken in
accordance with a notice given by
Judge Abbott on Tuesday when the
trial of the other case was closed by
1
instructed verdict of not guilty.

(Read Up)

1910

STATIONS

Stomach Blood and
Liver Troubles

in
Was Accused of Embezzlement
Connection With Expenditures
of the Realty Syndicate.

Unable to find additional

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES

t

STATE LEGISLATURE

Company i

Railway

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1911.

INDICTMENTS AGAINST WILSON
ARE ALL DISMISSED.

MEMBERS OF THE

t. Louis Rncky ML &

M.

S. W. Ry.

,

r

f

'

awr

'J

M--

charged

pale-peop- le

disease-producin-

Get rid of your Stomach Weakness and
Liver Laziness by taking a course of
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
the 6rea. Stomach Restorative, Liver
Invigorator and Blood Cleanser.
You can't afford to accept any medicine of unknown
composition as a substitute for "Golden Medical Discovery," which is a medicine of known composition, having
a complete list of ingredients in plain English on its bottle wrapper, same being attested as correct under oath.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets reflate and Invigorate Stomach, Liver and Bowel.

are

connected with the conduct of the
busines of the New Mexico Realty
Syndicate, a corporation of which Dr.
Wilson was president and general
manager, and the affairs of which
were absorbed in the transfer cf the
business and stock of the company to
the Home Bond and Loan Company.
Dr. Wilson continued as a stockhold
er in the new company, and he insist
ed since his arrest under the embezzlement charge that the whole prose
cution was a matter of spite insti
gated with the intent to deprive him

assssaanBUksSMBsHsKSBD

P IIP

POLITICS HHP

PDjCiSj

Palma Precinct Returns.
laws should be promptly prosecuted
The returns from Palma precinct and all good people are agreed on
'
of what shares he retained.
Torrance county, are at last available, this. Election frauds may have been
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
He was arrested in August on a war and show Republican majorities from a regular game in certain sections of
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. A flertt.
Superintendent
New Mexico. It would be wonderful
rant sworn out before Judge Craig, 17 to 19 votes.
if such was not the case. Old eastern
but the case was there dismissed
Not By a Long Shot.
without proceeding very far with the
states are constantly astounding the'
trial. At the September term of the
The first thine: of lmnortance that world by their revelations of election
.
ASK
grand Jury, he was indicted nine'snould be driven home with convic- - frauds, graft propositions, etc., and if
times involving the same transactions tion is that this state has not by this 'New Mexico was immune we would
ROMAN
L. BACA,
YOUR
alleged in the complaint sworn out be--j election proven that it is a Demo-- vacate and make room for the
the justice of the peace.
Times ; tablishment of the Garden of Eden
state. Farmington
cratic
! we once read about
In the trial of the case on Tuesday Hustler.
Bi
for the Legislative House, was born it transpired from the evidence that
all pofart im Nmt
The fellow who usually howls
DecemValencia
county,
X at Cebolleta,
Dr. Wilson had done nothing inconX
( "catch thief" will himself
Age 47 years.
tea Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Cant, via ?IBW
The Democratic Game.
bear watch-Born at Cebolleta, Valencia X ber 31, 1864, the descendant of a fam- sistent with his duties as president of
X
n nnnrliflatA tn rATlfl nnt lng we say, usually.
nro
Tn
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torraaca,
X ily distinguished in the annals of New the company, and was acting under ar
county.
When a party is beaten as badly as
double-cros- s
him is the
Attended St. Michael's Col- - X Mexico. Baca was educated at St. resolution instructing him to proceed
the Republican party was at last elec
S
p
St.
Santa
6.
Fe,
with the grading of certain lots of the, react
lege, St. Louis and Georgetown X Michael's College at
on the heads of those responsi tion why keep up the howl of "catch
I
Georgetown company.
' As a rule Democrats are as
X Louis University and
X Universities.
such contemptible conduct. thief!
ble
for
THE
EAST
In connection with the case two j
X
crooked
Translator and interpreter, X University. He engaged in merchanas Republicans.
If there is
old
San
dear
nlta for (Tsmnpp!! In the kiittv nf S1D-- ' ! Yes, this happened in
' lerk at
X dising and stock raising in Valencia
X
A
Capitol.
Wnv 7
Tiian jinnntv
1Q11
7tiP anything to steal on election day the
"
filed by Dr. Wilson
first one gets there is the one who
X
Delegate to many conven- - X county before coming to Santa Fe in 000 each, were
Index.
steals if he can.
X 1892. Here he has engaged mainly in against W. C. Oestreich and W. A. F.
X tions.
OR
BEST
Gierke, in one suit and Adolph Didier
X the real estate business.
X
Member of City Council.
The fellow who starts a contest
Vindication.
Poor Sort of
Mr. Baca has held several Important in the other for malicious prosecution.
X
X
Deputy sheriff.
always gets the worst of it,
nearly
Mexico's
New
state
first
Yes,
He ha" been translator
X positons.
X
Speaker of House.
will be long remembered. Some makes enemies who follow him to
conventions
and
many
WEST
ROUTE
interpreter
Member of three legislatures. X
X
grave and lawyers get his money
of the
papers are at the
X and legislative sessions, has served as
X
Stockraiser.
Bur- - to boot.
of
the
defeat
that
ready
stating
office
X
Mercantile and real estate X deputy sheriff, as clerk in the
So why not stay beat when you
sum means Hagerman's vindication.
Palace.
X of the superintendent f public InX business.
Those who know the truth about the are beat- - All It takes to elect a
M.
Carlsbad.
S.
of
coun
Groves,
member
as
the
;ity
X
Member
of the Spanish- X struction,
Hagerman episode also know how candidate is the biggest wad of
George Nash, Clovls.
X American Alliance and other X cil, and has taken great interest in
Far fates and full iirformatioa mldren
's
otes. If we know of fraud it is
much vindication there is In
R.
C.
Las
Rankin,
Vegas.
X fraternal organizations.
X fraternal organizations, being a memAdvelr-User- .
our duty to prosecute, and if neces
defeajt.
Alamogordp
M.
M.
Las
Vegas.
Padgett
p. Ag..,
X
Great Booster for Santa Fe. X be of various lodges.
EUGENE FOX,
sary hang the guilty parties-- especiR. Schamracker, Chicago.
served very efficiently in the
Paso Texas.
ally so if it takes such to make New
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX He 36th
Louis.
Mrs.
St
Malette,
assem
and 37th legislative
35th,
Mexico the fair land of liberty, peace
Democrats Had Boodle.
Carl
Green,
Washington.
of blies, in one of these being speaker
Here is another supporter
Statements from both Democratic and good will toward all men irreB. D. Wright, Denver.
Thomas B. tatron for the United of the House. His successful efforts
B. Simon, Denver.
D.
and
Republican
campaign commit- spective of politics. Otero County
are
on behalf of his constituency
tees
H. G. Kedson, New York.
in this county as to the amount Advertiser.
States Senate. Roman L. Baca will
widely known and generally acknowl
.
of money received, from where and
L. Nockenbenner, St. Louis.
be speaker of the House of the first
which have
edged. Many benefits
Where?
4
voters
are
A.
due
the
M.
for
what
votes
expended,
the
Edwards,
has
state legislature. , He
Farmington.
aided the Capital in its growth, im
Mr. McDonald is elected and we be
4
of both parties. The San Juan DemoMontezuma.
pledged, and it will be a recognition provement and prosperity have come
crat says the Democrats had $700 and lieve fairly and the News wishes him
n
J of the
J. Porter Jones, Albuquerque.
Republicans
The Scenic
his activity.
the Republican committee $300. Un- a successful administration. This,
B. V. Murphey, Chicago.
who stayed so loyally by the Republi- through
the donation of the Fort
Highway,
less wrong use was made of this mon however, does not eradicate the fact
Louis.
M.
St.
P.
can ticket.
McMinn,
public
Marcy reservation to the
dailies
Racine. ey, there is no harm in letting the that the three Democratic
Chas.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Ecklyn,
Mr.
Baca
is
the
great schools, the location in the Old Pal
Incidentally,
have the facts. It Is up to the were cesspools of falsehoods, slander
public
Louis.
St.
D.
Parsons,
Stanly
est worker that Santa Fe ever had in ace of the New Mexico Museum, the
and villlficatlon.
Neither did it bring
two committees. Aztec Index.
Carl Dobson, Albuquerque.
a legislative body and the capitel will location here of the territorial school
to light H. J. Hagerman's reported
B.
B.
des
Crevacore,
Espanola.
have in him, together with his com for the deaf and du&b, and many other
proof of Mr. Bursum's alleged shortThey Are For Andrews.
Leo F. Smith, Vaughn.
rade, Charles C. matron, a powerful measures received' from him hearty
age in the penitentiary. Mr. Safford's
wiln
new
state
Oklahoma
W.
this
of
The
J.
Stehle,
people
City.
to
comes
friend when it
USE THE
protecting its support or owed
inception to
A. G. Edwards, Denver.
bo glad to know that W. H. Andrews report is on file and may, be examinterests.
e
his
boosting for his home
will be a candidate for the first Unit- ined by any one. Where is HagerEdward A. Mann, Albuquerque.
e town.
Roman Liberate Baca
ed States Senator from the new state man's report? A good man has gone
H. E. Sherman, Albuquerque.
C. E. Ford, El Paso.
And if the people of this common down at the hands of a puppet who
W. A. Tower, Barton, Vt.
wealth have any voice in this mattel .used three yellow rags as his instrulicense o wed. Thus far the best of
TWO DECREES OF DIVORCE;
it will be to honor the man who has ments. Pecos Valley News.
Coronado.
ONE MARRIAGE LICENSE. the argument seemed to be with the
made it possible for them to have
M.
Petaca.
J.
Vargas,
divorce side of the ever increasing
Three Times That of New Mexico.
i
representation among the states;
M. A. Lobato, Petaca.
'
One Husband Spent Nights Gambling controversy: "Is marriage a failure?"
man who Is familiar with the senaColorado crop returns for 1911 are
Alfredo Herrera, Denver.
SHORTEST LINE TO
and Come Home Drunk in
William H. Shbat, who averred his
torial body and can accomplish more nearly a million dollars greater than
Nazario Leyba, Denver.
the Morning.
had aban
in behalf of his constituents than any last year, according to the estimate
wife, Clementina Shoat,
Wm. Harris, Denver.
doned him without cause, was grant
other man. Rio Grande Republican. of the United States bureau of
Dick Gehring, Denver.
m
The troubles of two families were ed a decree. This couple were mar
Pueblo
published in the November
Ricardo Casias; Ortiz.
Denver, Colorado
As to Contests,
successfully settled yesterday in the ried in Old Albuquerque in 1908 and
Crop Reporter. While some crops are
district court at Albuquerque b7 the the abandonment set out occurred in
The northern New Mexico news below the average in yield per acre,
Were Heavily Armed.
usual method of legally declaring the October 1911, when the defendant left
papers are full of rumors of elec the increased prices, due to crop shortexistbonds of matrimony heretofore
him and has since remained away
tion frauds and threats of starting ages and the increased acreage unCarrying heavy revolvers which contest suits. So in earnest are some der cultivation in the state, have made
ing severed. In one of the cases, the from him. The legal salve was applied
TICKETS AND RERERVAT10NS AT
plaintiff was the husband, and in the to his troubles by Judge Abbott yes they discharged at intervals, three of the fellows interested that a "legal" the returns to Colorado farmers greatother the plaintiff was- the wife, and terday morning.
strange men yere arrested near Az-- fund of $10,000 was raised at tbe Al- er than ever before. Last year the
In the afternoon, Mrs. Ida Welker ul, San- Miguel county, by Deputy j buquerque hurran 0Vr Governor-elec- t
yet In spite of these two divorces isNEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
crop value was officially placed at
suing out of the district court one o McKinley county, obtained a di auciiu minuc OTU.
"i
McDonald the other night No men $31,752,000. while this year it apfearless couple showed up at the pro- vorce from Ed. S. Welker upon the tion was attracted to the men hy the ltlon of any Bafety Qeposlt D0X
pears to have a total value of
bate clerk's office and applied for a grounds of drunkenness and cruel sound of their revolvers. He is in-- 1 provided for that S10 000 "leeal" fund
There was an advance of
and inhuman treatment She was clined to believe they were firing at j an matters may grow warm right off over $3,000,000 in the. value of the
,
a A Jk Jk
granted the custody of the three min him, although none of the bullets the bat If this thing keeps on the hay and $100,000 in barley. In all
or children, Nellie 'Loretto, aged
came close to him. The men gave powers at Washington should declare other commodities there was a slight
years; Hal Clifford, aged 6 years; and their names as Primo Tapia, Juan New Mexico back into the hounds of a loss, excepting potatoes, which were
Mexico
Gladys Estellin aged 26 months; and Goime and Leandro Ancors.
They territory and put us under martial valued at slightly under $2,000,000
$30 a month for the support of the said they were on their way from law for safe keeping.
this year as against $3,575,000 last
family.
Denver to El Paso. ,
Any violations of the election year.
The testimony in this case was tak
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
en in Gallup by referee Manuel Ruiz
and tended to support the complaint,
"The West Point of the Southwest"
The couple were married at Devon,
Banked by United States War DeKansas, in January, 1900, and have
partment as "Distinguished Institulived together as husband and wife
tion." Army officers detailed hy War
until the time of the filing of the peti
Department
tion a few weeks ago; The defendant
Through Academic course, preparaccording to the plaintiff got into the
ing young men for college or business
home drunk, after
life. Great amount of open air work.
To Lydia E. Pinkham's habit of returning
spending his nights In gambling and
Healthiest location of any Military
leaving her to largely shift for her
Vegetable Compound
School in the Union. Located In the
;The way to healthful cooking is to start right
Scottville. Mich. "I want to tell self for her support and that of her
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
Cottolene.
with
to
came
children.
her
how
much
Her
.brother
good LydiaE.Pinkham's
you
of the West at an elevation of 3700
uom- - rescue about this time and' for some
V
r-.
egeiaoie
feet above sea level, sunshine every
Coitokne-cooke- d
food agrees with one because
pound ana sanative months has supported the family.
day, but little rain or snow during the
Wash have done me. decree was Issued in this case In ac
Cottolene
an ounce of hog fat it is a vege
not
contains
season.
I live on a farm and cordance with the facts.
have worked very
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
table instead of an animal product Its
hard. I am forty
all graduates from standard eastern
five years old, and
wholesomeness and purity are vouched for'
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
am the mother of WRIT OF HABEA8 CORPUS
GUEVARA.
FOR
ESPIRIDION
furnished, heated, lighted and modem
children.
thirteen
by Nature. Cottolene is "tine fat from the
in all respects.
think
people
Many
flower."
'
it strange that I am A writ of habeas corpus was Issued
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
not broken down out of the district court at AlbuquerW. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pre.
All the country's best cooks
Mrs.
with hard work and que yesterday in behalf of Esplridion
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
the care of mv fam. Guevara, who it is
alleged has been
Mary J. Lincoln, Mrs. Sarah Tyson Rorer,
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
ily, but I tell them of my good friend,
your Vegetable Comnound. and that arbitrarily sentenced in the court of
and W. A FINLEY.
Mrs.
Helen Armstrong, Marion Harland,
there will be no backache and bearing Justice of the Peace Jose E. Romero.
For particulars and illustrated
aown pains lor tnem il they will take The writ was made returnable today.
Lida Ames Willis, and a dozen others of
address:
it as I have. I am scarcely ever with- It is alleged in the application for the
national reputation recommended Cottoout it in the house.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
writ that Esnirldion Guevara was
also
will
is
think
there
that
I
say
"I
Superintendent
lene in preference to lard or any other
no better medicine to be found for brought19 before Justice Romero on
June
last and charged with "lar
young girls to build them up and make
medium for frying and shortening.
them strong and 'well. My eldest ceny with intent to battery." Upon
Rodaughter has taken Lydia E. Pink, the hearing of the case, Justice
Isn't the testimony of such experts
ham's "Vegetable Comnound for Bain mero fined the man $50 or fifty days
lui periods arm irregularity, and Unas in jail, and also bound him Over to
worth
something to you?
always helped her.
await the action of the grand jury
'
am
and
to
I
always ready
willing
Successor to B. P. Williams
You can afford to pay afew cents more
in the. sum of $200. The application
speak a good word for the Lydia E.
I have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Pinkham's Remedies. I tell every one alleged that in so doing the Justice
per pail for Cottolene, because it goes oner
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It as a FIRST
meet that I owe my health and hap was going outside bis authority in
I
third farther than butter or lard, t
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
piness to tnese wonderrui medicines." acting both as a magistrate ana a
10.19. o.u.ti oilsson, scoCTTiue, Alien,
trial court, and that the plaintiff,
to furnish you with any kind o a rig you may want I will endeavor
Made only by
Guevara was being detained arbitrarito give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
THE N. K. FARBANK COMPANYLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com ly and unjustly, and without due legal
pound, made from native roots and right, and therefore the relief prayed
AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
Issued in his behalf. A
fnl drugs, and toiay holds the record for shouM
Santa Fe, N. M
Pbone 139 Red
for the largest number of actual cures 'hearing on the case will be had to

'"that 4;88a. m, Efi
t. G. DEDMAN,
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HEALTHY OFFSPRING
BOARD

Believes This will "Core
Lung Troubles"

OF
OF TRADE.

L. Bradford Prince
dresses Flushing Association
at Silver Jubilee.

Consumption in a flattering disease-t- hat
is one of its' chief (lungers. TUuse
who have It are rarely willing to acknowledge the fact.
If this trouble Is present, it Is no time
for trifling.
Don't waste time iu argudirment.
eold" has long perwent
If a
Prince
Bradford
.
Hon. L.
is present that keeps
a
if
sisted;
cough
ectly East from the apple congress In you anxious, or any of the symptoms are
such as fever or nisht sweats,
Denver to New York In order to make present
weakness and loss of appetite, and perannian address at the twenty-fift- h
haps, some raising of mucus do Hie senthine: take Rckman's Alterative, as
versary of the Flushing Association sible
Mr. Bettersworth did.
on Tuesday evening.
Bowling Green, Ky., B. No. 4.
"Gentlemen: 1 wish to say for your
The history of his association,
Alterative that I believe it to be a medwhich is one of the largest and most icine of unequaled value for all Bronchial
and Lung trouble.
important of the civic Improvement
"The Spring of 1908, I had a allsevere
the
I tried
New
conzh for six months.
in
Greater
York;
organizations
that my friends and doctors
not only teaches a striking lesson as medicine
"ceomnien lei to me, but no results came
sweats, and
to widening Influence, but is of spe- for the better. andI had night every
night
spit up
cough
1 could hardly do' anycial interest to Santa Fe. In 1881 the would
weak
so
nntll I got
at last, James Deerlng, of
Santa Fe Board of Trade was estab- thing. But
Junction, Insisted that I try your
lished and for many years was active- Glasgow
medicine, which I ordered at once and
taking the srme.an In one week's
ly engaged In public work. It was began
time there was
Improvement In
the father of all the commercial and my condition, andquite
after I had taken sevbottles I felt as well as ever in my
civic organizations in New Mexico. At eral
flrui or company
life. I nver wrote
that time this kind of association was a lftter recommendinganytheir medicine beso
are
as
there
many fakes that a
camparatively unknown in the East, fore,
medicine of
quality don't get
and Judge Prince, on his visits to his credit or even genuine
tried.
"I desire the world to know that I
old home, frequently spoke to leadfirmly believe that your Eckman's Altering citizens there as to the import- ative will cure any case of lung trouble if
taken before the Inst staue. I will gladly
ance of such an Institution. In the wv.te
personally to any parly wauling Infall of 1886 he took on a copy of the formation
in regard to your wonderful
Affidavit)
constitution of the Santa Fe Board of medicine." (Signed
A. C. BETTEKSWOHTH.
Trade and succeeded in having a pubRckman'H Alterative is effective iu BronFever: Throat and
lic meeting held on November 22, at chitis, Asthma, Hay
Lnng Troubles, and iu upbuilding the
which the work of the Board was ex- system.
Does not contain poisons, opiates
or habit-formin- g
drugs. Ask for booklet
plained and the "Flushing Associaof cured cases and write to Eckman
tion" organized on its general plan. Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more eviFor sale by all leading druggists and
That association has steadily grown dence.
Zook's Pharmacy In Santa Fe
until it contains several hundred mem- by
Ad-

PUTS

AND PLAYERS

A 8CARY HORSE.

ADVERTISING

upper New York state,
who was desirous of purchasing a
borse for the use of his wife, recently
entered Into negotiations with a veteran horse dealer.
"Now, I'm not so particular about
purspeed," said the prospective
chaser, "but I must have a gentle
A man In

"The Traveling Salesman."
announcement that will be of interest to the ladles of Santa Fe is
made in connection with the coming
engagement of James Forbes' comedy
"The Traveling Salesman" that will
be presented at the Elks' theater on
December 4. The second act scene
represents the sample room in a hotel,
and as Bob Blake is supposed to be
a cloak and suit drummer, the managers of the company, in view of the
fact that the ladies are always interested in the latest 4styles of gowns,
have taken advantage of the opportunity to display the latest creations
of the dressmaker's art for the delec-- J
taticu of the feminine contingent of
An

the theater-goerOne gown displayed never fails to evoke exclamations
of admiration from the lading who see
it. The vocabulary of a layman to
describe this exquisite creation is in
adequate, but it is a safe assertion to
make that not one woman in a thousand would fail to see all the beauty
in lines and texture. This gown is a
dressmaker's sample, seized by the
United States customs inspectors as it
was being smuggled into this country,
and it was purchased at the appraisers sale of smuggled goods held recently in New York.

PAGE 8EVEN

horse."
"Here is one that I'll warrant to be
perfectly safe," said the dealer, indicating a sad looking Bteed near by.
"Are you Bure he is not afraid of
anything?" insisted the man.
The dealer assumed an air of deep
reflection.
"Well," he said, "there's
one thing he has always appeared to
be .afraid of ever since I got him. It
seems as if he's scared to death for
fear some one might say whoa! and
he not hear it" Lippincott's,
A Community of Interests.
There were only two lawyers in the

AND

THE DULL SEASONS
-

By GEORGE S. BANTA.

The attitude of many merchants
toward advertising is well illustrated
by their disposition to spend money
on publicity only when they are prospering. Just as soon as they foresee
a probable business slump they not
only scale down their advertising expenses but help along the depression
by discontinuing all advertising.
It is easy to see that a man who
handles his advertising on this plan
does not have a very deep founded
belief in its value? He has never considered the matter from the investment standpoint at all and it would be
better for him and better for advertising if he would stop all further expenditures until he had looked more
deeply Into the subject.
If he will take up the study with
an open mind he will see that there
is no time when he can afford to be
without advertising, or when he can
safely withdraw from the field and
leave it to his competitors. He knows
that if be closes bis doors for two
weeks or a month, when he comes
back he will have lost some of his
iusiness. He can't leave his advertisements out of the home paper for
an equal period without suffering a
similar loss. It takes more coal to get
steam into a boiler than it does to
run a locomotive many miles. The
cumulative effect of live advertising
Is too valuable to neglect, even in dull

Fraternal Societies

WANTS
FOR RENT Eight room house,
East De Vargas. Apply Geo. M.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. ft A. M.
Regular communl
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall s

113
Kin-sel- l.

FOR SALE New upright Hall
Sons" piano; mahogany. Cheap,
Grant ave.

7.30.

&

H, H. DORMAN,

iut

FOR SALE 1000 one and
old Shropshire Rams, all A, No.
stock. C. E. Hartley.

Master
CHAS.

E. LINNET.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
L R. A. M. Regular

two-yea-

1

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
Lost. Saturday evening, Nov. 18tb,
7:30 p. m.
near the Plaza alligator skin bag. Re
JOHN H. WALKER,
ward for return with contents to E.
H. P.
Block.
Almon Leonard, Catron
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
on Paragon
FOR SALE Text-booShorthand. Learned in one week.
Writers in government employ. Can
Price
be learned without a teacher.
k

Santa Fe Commander

No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
Masonic Hall at 7:30
3, City.
(3t)
it"
p. m.
"I tell you frankly, ma'am, there's
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
no use your going to the other lawyer,
TYPEWRfTERS.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
ma'am," said the able attorney. "We
always share whatever we get"
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup
Santa Fe iiodge ef
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
Perfection No. 1, 14th
an4 rented. Standard makes handled
IN THE COUNTRY.
degree. Ancient and AcAll repair work and typewrites guar
cepted Scottish Rite ot
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Free Masonry meets on
change. Phone 231.
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
MONEY
METALS.
AND
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plasa.
bers, and practically controls the civ24.
New
Call
Nov.
money
York,
seasons.
ic affairs of over 50,000 people. It LOCAL AUTHOR PUBLISHES
PROFESSIONAL CURDS
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor2
441-2- ;
Silver
Prime
paper
VALUABLE
Nor
VOLUME.
definite
is there any
proportion
has committees on every subject of
dially Invited to attend.
55
Mexican dollars 461-2- ;
Cop
between the volume of business and
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
public interest, which make full reTin
Lead
per
12.7513.10;
44.2545;
Annotated Constitution and Enabling
the quantity of advertising required.
LAW
AT
ATTORNEYS
Venerable Master.
631-4- ;
ports every month. Now that it has
Su
4.254.30; Amalgamated
Act of New Mexico By Arthur
Many merchants talk of "exhausting
existed a quarter of a century, it is
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Great
gar 118; Atchison 1071-2- ;
much
G.
their
of
Fe.
Whittier
Santa
advertising appropriation"
WALTER
PAUL A.
holding a kind of anniversary jubilee,
Secretary.
Northern 128
New York Central
as though it were a
pail.
and naturally sent for Governor
1081-4- ;
Attornay-at-La119
Pacific
Northern
I
G.
cannot
of
Arthur
has
Fe
Santa
Whittier
finding
Imagine
Personally,
was
founder.
New Vexlce
Prince, who
Santa Fe,
P. O. E.
Southern Pacific
a, man who would not give 75 cents
just issued The Annotated Constitu- Reading 152
Steel
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Union Pacific 176
Sometimes people are inclined to tion and Enabling Act of New Mexico, If 4
tor fl, without regard to the number
641-8- ;
HOLT . SUTHERLAND
460, B. P. O. E. holds
pfd, 1091-4- .
e
of purchases of the same kind he
complain of the lack of activity in a neatly printed and bound
Attorneys-nt-LaSt. Louis, Mo., Nov. 24. Lead firm
some of the local societies and their volume which will prove of vast use
its regular session oa
might have made previously the same
Practice in tbe DIstri t Court as
season. And similarly if the adverthe second and fourth
spelter higher, $6.75.
apparent lack of achievement; but fulness to the lawyers and public men $4.27
Wednesday of each
tising is necessary and will benefit well as before the Supreme Court oi
surely the Board of Trade did well of New Mexico. The constitution has
month. Visiting broththe business it should be Indulged in. the territory.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
when it established this vigorous
been carefully compared with the orNew M erica
The only criterion we have to go by is Las Cruces,
ers are invitee and
on the Atlantic coast.
Chicago 111. Nov. 24. Dec. 95; May
iginal document on file with the secre1001-25-welcome.
results, and if the results justify an
Governor Prince will remain East tary of state and the citations have
c. w. a. WARD
Corn Dec. 641-2- ;
CARL A. BISHOP.
expenditure of $1,000 it was good
May 64
some weeks, and take part in either been selected with a view to presentbusiness to spend
And likewise
J. D. SENA,
Oats Dec. 471-8- ;
District Attorn y
Exalted Ruler.
Territorial
May 491-2- .
the National Rivers and Harbors Con- ing the trend of court decisions on
The Farmer's Wife Ezry, do you If the results do not justify an ex16.571-2- .
Counties
Pork
Mora
San
and
For
Secretary.
May
Miguel
fundamental
been
has
.principles.
It
gress at Washington, or the Irrigation
think that ere chicken is tender penditure of $10 it is a mistake to
New Mexico.
Lard Jan. 9.27.
Vegas,
Congress in Chicago early in Decem- the aim of the compiler to make the
enough for roasting?
have spent that sum.
8.45.
Ribs
F. W. FARMER
Jan.
work
as
flawless
so
far
C. ABBOTT
absolutely
E.
ber. Unfortunately those two imThe Farmer (a Joker) Axe her.
The man who looks at his advertis
Wool.
Homestead Ns.
errors
technical
and
the
are
concerned
Attorney-at-Lav- ?
occur
same
at
the
portant meetings
ing in this light will have an equi
Nov. 24. Wool,
St. Louis,
Mo.,
2879.
of
volume
shows
evidence
Su
completed
and
District
in
the
time.
practice
A Vacation Tip.
librium that dull seasons will not dis
Brotherhood
a vast amount of the most painstak- steady. Territory and western medi
ef
careful
and
Courts.
Prompt
preme
turb.
who's
man
The
wise
American Yeomen
urns, 18 20c; fine mediums, 1618c;
and thorough research.
ing
to
all
W1U
business.
to
attention
roam.
given
plan
7,000,000 TONS OF COAL
Meets
Second
Every article and section of the con- fine,
Then compromise
New Mexico
Banta Fe,
8AVED BY FALLING WATER. stitution is taken
and Fourth Thurs
By staying home.
up in detail and
court decisions applicable thereto citLivestock
days, Fireman's
Advertising is a handle that
G. W. PRICHARD
Without Damage to the Scenic Beauty ed in
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 24. Cattle
form' below. A comIn Plain Words.
H. Foreman.
compact
Halt
fit
all
lines
of
will
Law
legitimate
Counsellor
at
and
of Niagara, Electrical Power
Attorney
index enables the student to inFather (to his daughter, whom he
E.
A.
Receipts, 2,000 including 400 south
plete
business endeavor.
P.
Robinson.
Court"
District
all
the
in
Practice
Is Developed.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
stantly find any subject treated in the erns. Market steady. Native steers, sees whispering to her mother)
to eases
attention
and
special
gives
work.
how often have I told you not to
$5.258.75; southern steers, $4.00
Fanner.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Niagara Falls, N. Y., Nov. 24. In
A feature of the volume is a large 6.00; southern cows and heifers, $3.00 do that? Speak out if you want anyENGLAND
M
IN
AD
N.
Fe.
METHODS
Santa
Office:
Blk,
view of the widespread movement for insert containing the facsimile sigLaughlln
.25; native cows and heifers, $2.65 thing.
Santa 5'e Cacsp
the conservation of natural resources, natures of all the members of the con
Elsie Well, father, 1 wanted to London
.50; stockers and feeders, $3.00
1351?,
t. V, 4
Wishes for the Pleas
HARRY D. MOULTON
some figures given out by the Com- stitutional convention who signed the 5.75;
Expert
Witei atbftd T'4
$3.254.50; natives, $3.50 know why the woman near me has
Relations That Exist In
ant
merce Commission of this city, about instrument on its completion one year 7.25;bulls,
western steers, $4.006.75; such a red nose. Fllegende Blaetter.
a.S month.-.- '
America.
.;.? me
power development along the Niagara ago in Santa Fe.
western cows, $3.005.00.
A.
Attorney-at-Latut)
i .i.
River, are significant.
The work is from the press of the Hogs Receipts,
Market
7,500.
London
W.
J.
advertising,
Mudie,
Logic
New
Santa
Fe
of
Mexican
and the print steady to strong. Bulk of sales, $5.90
By the use
only the excess flow
Customer Sir, just look at these manager of the Dundee (Scotland)
of water without damage to the ap- ing and binding of an unusually high 6.55; heavy $6.506.60; packers and goods
bors welcome.
just out of the wash! And you Courier, addressed the advertising
Banta Te, N. If.
Albuquerque
Morning butchers, $6.306.55: lights. $6.75
A. O. W! riTTJ-- T
pearance of the falls power equiva- character.
told me wben I bought them the colors staff of the New York Times recently
O.
G.
L.
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TIIE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
German-kille-

d"

the answer to

every Bakirxg Problem.

It's Firer,-Whit- er
arvd More Urviform.
Made by LARABEES

Famous

ket tomorrow. See advertisement.
Clementina Montes.
Xhange of Pictures tonight at the
The Well Dressed man looks care-.
Elks'.
jfully to his head dress. Adolf Selig-main his advertisement solicits an
trains from
Engine Troubled-A- ll
the west on the Santa Fe were detain- inspection of a line just unpacked.
Don't Fail to See Pathe's Weekly
Santa Fe. X. M., Nov. 24.
X ed yesterday on account pf engine
!
tonight at the Elks'.
X For New Mexico Fair tonight X trouble.
and Saturday with rising tern- - Si
Your Family Physician recommends
Garage Improved Sheriff C. Clos-so- n
has begun work on his garage and
X perature.
X The American Queen Correct Shape
Corset None better. W. H. (ioebel will enlarge the room where the cars
are now kept and is going to install
Co.
Leave Orders for Special Christmas
Marriage License Issued A mar- new machinery, and an automatic
riage license was issued yesterday at pump in it. Frank Horn and N. R.
Holiday Goods at Goebels Now.
Quick Sales and small profits will Albuquerque hy Probate Clerk A. B. Pilcher are in charge Of the im
be the pass word at Hayward's mar Walker to Francisco Chavez and provements.
"Standard" plumbing fixtures is the
key note of the advertisement of the
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
THE DAILY ROUND

Empress' flour
GERMAN PROCESS.

PHONE

92

JA ROGERS SILVERWARE!
M

COUPON

IV

IN

EVERY.SACK.j

Grocery, Bakery

UP.)

-

HAYwARD '5 MARKET PHONE

n

92

Market,

Santa Fe, N. M.

JOc pe? pound
meat
pr
any

WE RECOMMEND TO YOU THE

For

GMM
ffitriCTfrKr

on our counters

piece of

--

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE

for any steaks on our counters. We will have nice

IN THE WORLD

BEEF ROASTS

W
have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased In an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

VEAL ROASTS
LEGS MUTTON
RIB ROASTS
etc.

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER
NOTEPerfect service in our watch repair
department is our hobby. Try it.

AH

O

r DAVID LOWITZKl,

Z

JUST RECEIVED

'BJ

JJ

m

n

za

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes

TOYS!

TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

02

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

3O

cto

etc.
will go at

"Tl

for what you get We do the rest.

73
ffl

Then will be no telephone or charge orders
-:
filled at these prices.
-:
-:
:-

:-

asnMlRB'S

SANTA FE, N. M.

Santa Fe Weather Aaain After
day's aberration, Sante Fe has typical Santa Fe weather again, mild, sunshiny, bracing.
The weather bureau
predicts continuation of this sort of
weather with rising temperature. The
maximum temperature yesterday was
thirty-sidegrees and the minimum
twenty-on- e
degrees. There was .01 of
an inch of snow yesterday.
Pathe's Weekly, three diffrif enx.
jects. Don't miss them at tho rcibo'
The
Advertisement nf 'Soli
Brothers on page five in today's issue
win De or interest to evervbodv rend
it. These wide
mAPhona aim1
prepared to handle your business

;-

MllllKETfl!"

New-burg-

yar,'f!"Jn 0t. John's hospital recovering frdte afa operation which is expected to make a good toy or aim.
Fruit Raising Paye Big Twenty,
two thousand bushels from 1,100 a
pie trees, or twenty bushels to th
acre, which, from accurate returns
show that by careful and proper management, eighteen acres could be
made to yield a net return of ten per
cent on $3,000 an acre land, - the encouraging windup of the Laird &
Nicholas orchard at Roswell for tha
year.
For the next 30 days all
at reduced rates: satisfaction
guaranteed. Mrs. Krueger, 125 Par- ace Ave.
NOTICE.
Office f the Secretary, Territory of
New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M., November 22, 1911. Sealed bids for the sale
of thirty oak desks purchased for the
use of the Constitutional Convention
will be received at this office up to
December 2, 1911, at twelve o'clock
boon, when same will ue opened and
the property, sold to the highest bidder for cash. Desks may be seen in
hall of House of Representatives. The
right to reject any and all bids is reserved. Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of
T.
New Mexico.

x

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

415 Palace Avenue.

right

y

o

73

at the

f
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Good Pictures tonight

High School Building and has neceftS
sitated the employment of a temper-- '
ary teacher, Miss Ada Harvey. In the
lower grades, thee were 160 pupils
for three teachers, and therefore the
fourth teacher was appointed, giving
each teacher' forty pupils. Miss Hancock will take forty of the the oldest
and best pupils of the grade to the
Third Ward School building, which
had not been used thus far this term.
The building is modern In every respect.
Tonight at the Elks' The Hobo
Cowboy a story of gratitude.
El Paso Water Rates Raised The
EI Paso city council raised the city
water rate from 20 cents to 30 cents
a thousand gallons and the minimum
rate from 90 cents to $1 per month.
Dying Stranger Picked Up on Track
After lying in one position for over
forty hours and having three train
crews pass him in the belief that he
was some sleeping hobo, a man was
picked up yesterday afternoon by
Conductor Moon, in charge of T. P.
freight 133, six miles west of Sierra
Blanca, near El Pfiso, The man never regained consciousness and died
leaving no marks of identification.
Operation Makes Good Boy Out of
Bad Ones Fourteen-year-ol- d
Frederick Morris, who has been known to
,
the school officials and courts at
N. Y., as an incorrigible for two

Will Institute Masonic Lorin.
Wil lard Deputy District Grand Mas
ter t. bpitz will leave tomorrow for
Willard, Torrance county, to institute
Willard Lodge U. D., A. F. & A. M.
He will be assisted by E. R. Paul H
r. cievens ana Samuel G. Cartwright
of Montezuma Lodge.
, ,
That City Feller, an incident por
traying a dog's fidelity to his master,
At the Elks' tonight.
On Page Three of
today's issue you
will find the advertisement of
Syufy
and Young, the Capital Tailors who
will tomorrow have a grand
opening
oi meir jaaies and gents tailoring
parlors. Anyone interested in
clothing will do
i to iook tnem up as on the o
,
ing day they will take orders at ire-ciprices good for that day only.
i ma firm is not
entirely new to Santa
Fe as Mr. Syufy was located hero for
several years and left only to enlarto
his field. A large force of expert tail
ors wm turn out the work right in
their store so that an absolute fit is

ruiKUA5i.5

The only thing is you must come in and pay

2H

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

VEAL Shoulders
FORE qtrs LAMB
RUMP ROASTS

JOc Pe? Pound

,

Elks'.

tonignt.

12 I 2c pe? pound

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is

All
'

On Page Four of this issue the read
ers or tne New Mexican will find a
special advertisement of S. Spitz, the
jeweler. Dunne the next four weeks
Mr. Snitz will make a eeneral reduc
tion in prices on his entire stock of
litph class jewelry, fancy china and
gold and silverware. It will pay
Christmas shoppers to keep your eye
on tne space.
That City Fellow: The Hobo Cow
boy; Pathe's Weekly, all at the Elks'

We are not going to take up much of your
time today, reading this add. We are going
to make you a yrice of

F. ANDREWS,
and
Phone No. 4.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 24, 1911.

guaranteed.

High School Buildina Overcrowded.
A condition
unprecedented in the
local schools has overcrowded
the

Better Plumbing

I'M

"ANY homes should have better bath rooms
than they now have. We have aIwavs
tried not only to do better -plumbing than we ever t did a Detore, but better than anybody else can do. The volume of work we are now
doing shows how we are

We use only genuine 8totm$t
plumbing fixtures and employ only
experienced workmen. Our repairing service is prompt and reliable.

.

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

9

Ji

JnlJa

oil
3D(gjo)

r

That Handles the Best Make of Shoes for Men and Women
in the United States.
HANAN SHOES FOR MEN and QUEEN QUALITY FOR
WOMEN. They are REMARKABLE qualities. Isn't it remark-abl- e
to find a Shoe Department where you can ask for
any kind
of a shoe that is desirable and good and have the salesman
say, "Here it is?" ISN'T IT REMARKABLE to find a big
stack of shining new styles ?
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COUNT ON ONE STORE for the best
possible values,

the best possible qualities and the best possible service in
fitting your feet
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stylish and comfortably ? ISN'T IT REMARKABLE TO FIND A SHOE DEPARTMENT that never asks
you more
for a shoe than you are willing to pay. Lots of other REMARKABLE THINGS
about our Reliable Shoe Department.

Come and See for

Yourselfi.SO, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 and $ 6 .00

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
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